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INTRODUCTION TWELVE STRATEGIC THRUSTS
Numerous changes are occurring in the external environment which
will have a far-reaching effect on CPAs in all arenas — public
practice,
industry,
education,
and
government.
These
developments involve the impact of technology and complexity on
CPAs, as well as the impact of demographics on those entering
the
profession.
Moreover,
increased
competition among
accounting firms and with other organizations will significantly
affect the profession.
In this environment of ever-accelerating change, the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants recognizes that a
forward looking approach is necessary to enable the Institute
and its members to cope with what the future has to offer. We
cannot
simply
react
to change, but must anticipate new
developments, take advantage of the opportunities and turn
threats into opportunities.
The Strategic Planning Committee was established in August, 1986
as part of the effort to develop a more pro-active approach.
Since its inception, the Committee has spent considerable time
in
assessing
information
necessary
to
develop strategy
recommendations.
The most difficult task was to reach a
consensus on what the future will hold. The Committee’s view of
the future consists of a series of predictions, not all of which
will materialize. As new developments occur which significantly
change
the
Committee’s
predictions, the Institute should
continually update its strategies to be responsive to change.
Based on its view of the future, input from member and public
surveys, and an analysis of existing programs and activities,
the Committee developed 12 strategic thrusts.
These broad
recommendations and their rationale are supported by a series of
more specific strategic directions which are detailed in the
body of this report.
The recommendations contained in this document represent a plan
for the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. It
is anticipated, however, that firms, companies, and state CPA
organizations may find the information contained in this report
useful for their purposes.
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1.

ASSIST MEMBERS AS THEY EXPAND THE SCOPE OF THEIR ACTIVITIES
AND WORK IN SPECIALIZED AREAS.
Members will increasingly be engaged in new types of
services and new areas of specialization. The Institute
must
provide
adequate guidance and training, develop
programs to accredit specialists, and educate the public on
the nature of these developments.
(See page 25)

2.

PLAY
A
MORE
EFFECTIVE
STANDARD-SETTING PROCESS.

ROLE

IN

THE

ACCOUNTING

Given the divergent pressures now facing accountancy, it is
critical that financial reporting remains relevant and
reliable.
The Institute can assure that standards are
responsive to users’ needs by maintaining a leadership role
in the accounting standard-setting process.
(See page 31)
3.

IMPLEMENT THE PLAN TO RESTRUCTURE PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
AND OTHERWISE ENHANCE QUALITY WORK.
The profession will continue to be criticized as activities
expand and competition increases. The expectation gap can
be narrowed.
Efforts to enhance quality services which
adhere to professional standards will help maintain the
image
of
the profession and contribute to continued
self-determination.
(See page 35)

4.

EXPAND THE COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM.
It. is critical that the public continue to be made aware of
the integrity, objectivity, and competence of all CPAs —
whether
in
public
practice, industry, government or
education —
and that a positive image of all CPAs be
promoted.
While promoting a positive image of CPAs in
general, the status associated with membership in the
Institute needs to be explained.
This is increasingly
important as scrutiny of the profession intensifies.
(See
page 38)

5.

WORK AGGRESSIVELY TO ATTRACT QUALIFIED PEOPLE INTO THE
PROFESSION AND THE INSTITUTE AND TO RETAIN THEM AFTER THEY
ENTER.
The overall decrease in the number of accounting students
coupled with higher incomes offered by other fields will
produce
fewer
entrants
into
the profession.
This
underscores
the
necessity
of
initiating
innovative
recruitment
efforts
at
attracting students into the
profession and the Institute and at retaining them once
they enter.
(See page 42)
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6. ACTIVELY
SEEK
TO
IMPROVE THE QUALITY
EDUCATION
AND
PROMOTE
THE AVAILABILITY
ACCOUNTING PROGRAMS.

OF

ACCOUNTING
OF QUALITY

It will be increasingly important to improve the quality of
accounting
education so that graduates are adequately
prepared to enter accountancy. This is highlighted by the
fact that rapid technological developments and complexity
have
helped to
dramatically increase the
quantity of
information relevant to CPAs.
(See page 43)
7.

IMPROVETHE DEVELOPMENT AND
DELIVERY OF PROGRAMS AND
SERVICES TO BETTER SERVE THE NEEDS OF ALL MEMBERSHIP
GROUPS.
It is important that the Institute develop programs and
services for the differing needs of its varied membership
segments.
This is especially critical since members in
industry, education and government are increasing as a
percentage of the membership.
(See page 48)

8.

ENHANCE THE POSITION
CPA DESIGNATION.

OF

THE INSTITUTE AND STRENGTHEN THE

It is of paramount importance that the Institute play a
leadership role in the profession and maintain its position
as the national representative of CPAs, since there are a
number of organizations in competition with the AICPA for
members.
Some ways of ensuring this are striving for
visibility and interaction with other organizations and
taking positions on major matters of public interest where
CPAs have specific expertise.
(See page 53)
9.

ENHANCE PROGRAMS
STRENGTH.

THAT

GIVE

THE

INSTITUTE MORE POLITICAL

Congress and other rule-makers will continue to scrutinize
the profession’s ability to improve both the quality of its
work and its ability to self-regulate. The profession, at
the same time, will face increased pressure to assume
greater responsibilities.
As a consequence, federal and
state
regulation
and
legislation
will
become
of
ever-increasing importance to CPAs. Greater efforts in the
political
arena
can
only
enhance the
Institute’s
effectiveness.
(See page 54)
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10

DEVELOP
MEMBERS.

A

MAJOR

FOCUS

ON

THE

TECHNOLOGICAL

NEEDS

OF

Our
increasingly
information-based
society
and
the
continuation
of
rapid technological developments will
necessarily result in CPAs becoming more involved with
information technology.
Firms will have to acquire access
to technological developments.
The Institute should take
an
active
role in meeting some of their resulting
technology needs.
(See page 57)
11.

W

ORK TO FURTHER LIMIT MEMBERS' LIABILITY.

Given the increasingly litigious nature of our society,
legal liability will continue to be one of the major issues
facing accountants in the future.
The Institute must
continue to encourage members to practice at the highest
level and at the same time work to reduce unwarranted
liability exposure.
(See page 57)
12

WORK
TO
IMPLEMENT APPROPRIATE RECOMMENDATIONS OF
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON FRAUDULENT FINANCIAL REPORTING.

THE

Sound financial reporting is a major objective which the
Institute can help encourage. In part, the profession can
be diligent in ensuring that its public obligation is
fulfilled by working with other organizations to reduce the
incidence of fraudulent financial reporting. Consequently,
public confidence in corporate management and the practice
of accountancy will be enhanced.
(See page 58)
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SUMMARY OF PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS
Planning Assumptions
At the core of the strategic planning process is the development
of strategic directions that the Institute should pursue in
order to accomplish its objectives and its overall mission. To
do this the Committee had to first embark on the difficult task
of describing the future. Development of planning assumptions
was
necessary to determine how to take advantage of the
opportunities which lie ahead as well as to turn the threats
into opportunities.
Determining what the future holds is a difficult task. Many
elements will affect accountants in the future. These include:
demographic changes in our population, changes in the national
and world economies and in the structure of capital markets,
economic
and financial changes, technological developments,
changes in the types of activities with which members will be
involved, as well as various other elements. Difficult as the
task was, it was necessary for the Committee to evaluate future
issues and trends of significance to the membership and the
Institute.
Only then could it develop strategies to address
those issues and trends.
The development of planning assumptions is a process that
extended over many months. The Committee took advantage of many
different types of resources — input from futurists, study of
books and publications, and consideration of various committee
reports.
This input was assimilated and discussed in breakout
groups.
The full Committee then deliberated on all planning
assumptions, and obtained agreement as a total body.
One major source of input was a thorough consideration of the
issues raised by the Future Issues Committee in its earlier
report.*
Not only did the Committee review the issues
specifically identified for current action, but it also reviewed
the 134 issues included in the appendix to that report.
The planning assumptions were basically developed in a two-tier
fashion.
First, the Committee studied information provided by
futurists,
and
agreed
on
a series of "global planning
assumptions."
These assumptions dealt with demographic and
economic trends over the next five years, changes in technology,
as well as socioeconomic shifts.

*

Major Issues for the CPA Profession and the AICPA, a Report
by the AICPA Future Issues Committee, 1984.

-5-

The Committee then used this input to develop a series of
planning
assumptions
which
dealt
specifically
with the
accounting profession.
In total, the Committee identified
ninety
planning
assumptions regarding the future.
These
assumptions were reviewed to eliminate duplications and to
ensure lack of contradictions in the various statements. For
purposes
of
workability,
these
ninety
assumptions were
stratified into four major areas —
in effect, the driving
forces that will shape the future for accountants and others
employed
by organizations include: technology, competition,
complexity and human resources.
The summary of planning assumptions relating to these driving
forces appears below.
Although they have been grouped under
specific driving forces, the driving forces are not mutually
exclusive.
Some assumptions about technology, for example,
could also be impacted by competition, complexity, and human
resource developments.
In agreeing on planning assumptions regarding the future, the
Committee identified the bases for its assumptions as well as
some of the implications for the Institute and the profession.
The full documentation of the Committee’s planning assumptions
begins on page 61. These assumptions represent the Committee’s
view of what would happen in the future without consideration of
actions the Institute might take to influence change.

-
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Technology - changes in developments in computers, information
technology, communications, and the various impacts of such
changes on organizations, personnel needs, and the like.
o

We are becoming an information-based economy. Computers
have already changed quite dramatically the nature and
timing of information available to us. Computing power is
significantly increasing capability and reducing cost. The
next main change in technology will be the use of expert
systems and artificial intelligence designed to solve great
varieties of problems in all areas of a CPA's expertise.

o

Technology will
personnel needs
accountants.

o

Accounting firms will require more capital to make the
necessary
investment
in
expert
systems and related
training.
As an alternative to heavy capital investment,
some firms will choose to specialize and practice in narrow
areas depending on their size and the background, training
and inclinations of their personnel.
Networking among
firms will increase. Smaller firms will be able to acquire
access to technological developments in a variety of ways
for example, they will look to larger firms or third
parties as suppliers; or will merge among themselves or
with larger firms, thereby contributing to a consolidation
of practice units.

o

Technology also holds implications for organizational and
personnel needs. There will be a need for a greater number
of
experienced personnel and fewer lower level staff
accountants.
Thus, we are likely to see a move away from
the pyramid shape of the accounting firm organization.
Moreover, the specialized skills necessary to deal with
technological
developments
will
create
greater
opportunities for non-CPAs in CPA firms. There also will
be greater pressure to eliminate the "up or out" concept.
Finally,
additional
formal
education
will become a
necessity as accountants will need to acquire skills beyond
those available from a baccalaureate degree.

o

Technology will have an impact on business and governmental
entities and on all areas of CPA firms, but it will likely
have its greatest impact on audit service. Auditors will
be able to test more extensively and apply analytical
procedures more effectively. Moreover, expert systems will
make available to all auditors the knowledge and experience
of experts on a daily basis.

have a
and on

-
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tremendous impact on capital and
the nature of work undertaken by

o

Technology will also open up opportunities for accountants
to become involved in expanded training activities — for
staff, clients, and others — as the scope of service will
further expand.

Competition - changes in competition
profession and from outside sources.

arising both within the

o

Accountants are operating in an increasingly competitive
environment.
This competition affects the profitability of
accounting firms.
There will be a movement away from fees
based on hourly rates; value billing will increase.

o

The expanding scope of service will bring accounting firms
into competition with financial service firms and other
similar
entities.
In an effort to compete, large
corporations, for example, could seek to associate with one
or more accounting firms or vice versa. Smaller firms will
experience
increased
competition
from
larger firms.
Coupled with technology, competition will add to the trend
towards concentration of large accounting firms, on the one
hand, and the development of niche or specialty practices
on the other. Consolidation of larger practice units will
continue.
De facto specialization will accelerate, causing
accountants to pursue programs that will allow them to be
recognized as specialists. Accounting firms will continue
to
develop
or
acquire separate groups within their
structure for separate functions.

o

CPAs
will have greater involvement with international
operations as the global economy grows. There will be more
calls
for harmonization
of
accounting and auditing
standards and for reciprocity of licensing functions among
countries.

o

Government itself will be another expanding market for CPA
services, and more members will be involved in the delivery
of education.

o

There
will continue to be pressure on the image of CPAs.
Theinvolvement
with
a
greater range
of services,
particularly when the delivery of these services involves
aggressive marketing, could adversely affect the public’s
perception of the integrity, objectivity, and competence of
CPAs.
Increased advocacy services will have a similar
effect on the public perception of CPAs' objectivity.
Considering the potential for a perception that certain
services pose a conflict of interest, it will be more
difficult
for CPAs to trade on their reputation for
objectivity when expanding their scope of services. Audit
services will likely be concentrated within a relatively
fewer number of firms.

8
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o

Ethics issues will accelerate, and we will continue to be
challenged in the future to present relevant guidance
relating to the ethical behavior of accountants. Under
legal and competitive pressures, some of the existing
behavioral standards could be substantially altered. But,
the
baseline standards of integrity, objectivity, and
competence will continue to be respected. In the final
analysis, however, the profession will be judged by the
quality of its work.

Complexity - constantly changing tax laws, the development of
innovative
financing
techniques,
greater
involvement
by
government in
evaluating
the effectiveness of the audit
function,
and questions
about
the validity of periodic
historical cost financial statements.
o

Complexity has the potential for adversely impacting the
quality of work.
The term "complexity” includes, for
example, constantly changing tax laws and the development
of more complex methods of financing.
Complexity also
includes
substantive
questions
about historical cost
financial statements.

o

Changes in tax legislation will obviously have an effect on
tax practice, but will also affect other aspects of
practice (e.g., the proposal for tax purposes that certain
entities move from a fiscal to a calendar year would have
caused a concentration of audit, review, and compilation
services within a fairly compressed time frame) and the
operations of companies.

o

The complexity
of business transactions and methods of
financing and the use of more sophisticated methods to
evaluate results will make the job of the auditor much more
difficult.
While the attest function will expand to cover
compliance, productivity, internal control, data bases and
the like, it will be difficult to keep up with the
inventiveness of the marketplace.

o

The
professionwill
experience increased information
overload as we move to an information-based economy.

o

Although
accountants
will
assume
an
even
greater
responsiblity
as "watchdogs" for fraud prevention and
detection, the gap between public expectations and the
ability of accountants to respond will continue as the
public continues to demand greater accountability on the
part of CPAs. Providing standards of professional conduct
and performance and narrowing the expectation gap will
continue to be one of the Institute's most important roles.

o

Government will, nevertheless, continue to monitor
perhaps question the profession's efforts to maintain
improve the quality of its work and to administer
disciplinary functions.
Federal and state regulation
legislation will be increasingly important to CPAs.

and
and
its
and

Moreover, there will be demands for greater regulation of
accountants and state boards will continue to be under
pressure
to
regulate effectively.
Quality review,
continuing
professional education, and compliance with
professional
standards will help ward off unnecessary
government regulation. It is unlikely that there will be a
shift to government in the standard-setting function.
While the profession will make progress in its sanctioning
process, that process will also continue to be subject to
criticism.
o

Although the quality of practice will continue to improve,
legal
liability
will
remain a major issue for the
profession as accountants, like other professionals, will
be more vulnerable to litigation.
As the concern about
legal liability
increases,
efforts will be made to
structure
firms in a way to accommodate those legal
liability concerns.

o

Finally, concerns about historical cost financial reporting
will lead to initiatives to incorporate forward-looking
information into financial reporting, making the work of
the attestor even more difficult. Members will be asked to
provide more forward-looking services.

Human Resources - shifts in the population of the U.S. as well
as changes occurring within the available supply of CPAs.
o

In the U.S., low birth rates and delayed family formations
have reduced the percentage of the population in younger
age
categories.
Thus, the total supply of college
graduates will continue to diminish in the near future.
This trend will be partially offset by a greater proportion
of women and minorities entering the profession. Changing
social values and two-income families will put quality of
life considerations ahead of career desires in many cases.
Thus, it will be increasingly more of a challenge to
motivate new entrants into the profession to dedicate
themselves to career and employer, as in the past. More
rigorous efforts will be necessary to screen and hire
employees; moreover, a greater effort will be needed to
recruit and retain women and minorities as well as to
improve their upward mobility.

-
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o

Because of lower birth rates, the attractiveness of other
careers and the increased cost of getting and maintaining
the CPA certificate, fewer new entrants to the profession
will be available, particularly
from among the best and
brightest college students.
CPAs’ skills will be more
diverse.
There will be increased emphasis on additional
education, more
paraprofessionals
will be used, and
starting
salaries
will
increase, affecting industry,
government,
and academe as well as the economics of
practice.
"Life-style" considerations will give rise to
more part-time practitioners, more turnover, and a greater
desire
on the part of retirees to continue to work after
retirement.

Impact on the Institute
o

The
Institute will continue to
respond to the needs of
members in public practice even
though they will be a
smaller proportion of AICPA membership in the future. There
will be fewer members in public practice from large firms
and more from small firms. The Institute will continue to
face
diverse interests
on the
part of its various
membership constituencies.
At the same time, CPAs’ skills
will be more diverse.

o

New
CPAs will be less inclined
to participate in the
Institute or state societies than in the past. Moreover,
there
will be increased pressure
for the Institute to
recognize non-CPAs who are working in public practice.

o

There will continue to be an organizational overlap between
the Institute and the state societies. This may be further
complicated by the fact that enhancement of the Institute
membership requirements —
mandatory CPE, the 150
hour requirement, and the like — may result in differing
membership requirements for state societies compared to the
AICPA, but cooperation between the Institute and state CPA
societies will continue to grow.
AICPA membership will
represent a designation of distinction.

o

There
also will be increased availability from other
sources of some of the program s and services traditionally
provided by the AICPA.
As a result, the AICPA will
experience increased competition from other organizations
for members and services, e.g., financial planners. Other
organizations
will
provide specialty designations for
accountants.
The cost of getting and maintaining a license
will increase.
The CPA exam will come under increased
scrutiny. Volunteerism will continue to be on the wane.

-
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In addition, the present structure of the Institute needs
improvement to meet the needs of the future. It will also
be an increasing challenge to keep those with leadership
roles in the Institute adequately informed to take action.
Furthermore,
the need to build member consensus will
continue to hinder prompt reponses to issues.

-
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PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES OF
STRATEGIC PLANNING
One of the roost important functions of any organization is to
anticipate opportunities and threats several years before they
occur
and to devise appropriate strategies to effectively
respond to these developments.
AICPA's strategic planning
process
is designed to perform that function.
Strategic
directions are recommended for the Institute to pursue to better
serve the profession and the public.
The strategic planning process of the Institute involves:
o

A reevaluation of the Institute's mission and objectives.

o

An assessment of long-term issues and trends and the
development of planning assumptions (as described in detail
on pages 61 to 141) which have important implications to
the Institute and the profession and therefore will be of
major significance in the future.

o

An identification and assessment of the expectations and
needs of the public and of all segments of the membership.

o
o

Review of the programs and activities
pursued by committees and staff.
Development of strategic directions
pursue to accomplish its objectives.

The Committee's approach to these
following sections of this report.

-
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tasks

presently

being

for the Institute to
is described in the

Mission and Objectives
The Mission Statement identifies the basic reasons for the
Institute’s existence and describes the scope of its activities.
The Committee reviewed the Mission Statement developed by the
Mission Committee in 1986 and concurred that it adequately
describes the Institute’s mission.
The Committee did not
recommend any changes to the Statement which reads as follows:
The American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants
is
the national professional
organization
for
all
certified
public
accountants.
The mission of the AICPA is to
act on behalf of its members and provide
necessary support to assure that CPAs serve
the public interest in performing quality
professional services.
In fulfilling its
mission, the AICPA gives priority to those
areas where public reliance on CPA skills is
most significant.
The Committee also reviewed the ten objectives set forth by the
Mission Committee to achieve the Institute’s Mission.
The
Committee
concurred
that those objectives will assist in
achieving the Institute’s mission.
The ten objectives of the
AICPA as developed by the Mission Committee and the report of
that Committee are contained in Appendix C.
Surveys of Member Needs and Public Attitudes
The Committee considered many different forms of input in
identifying its view of the future. Two significant studies
were the results of a nationwide survey of AICPA members and a
national poll conducted by Louis Harris & Associates.
Since a basic purpose of the Institute is to satisfy member
needs, it was necessary to better understand what those needs
are and how they are currently being met. A nationwide survey
of members was conducted in October 1986 to gather information
on:
the importance of membership in the Institute; an
evaluation of current and future services; an evaluation of the
Institute’s performance and policies; and other information.
Following are some of the findings
survey resulted are published under
"AICPA Member Survey, October 1986."

-
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of the survey. The full
separate cover entitled,

o

A large majority of members are at least somewhat familiar
with the activities of the Institute.

o

Eight
out of every ten members feel that their membership
in the Institute is very important or moderately important.

o

Two reasons rank at the top of the list as to why members
join or
belong to the AICPA —
keeping up to date on
professional developments; and being part of the organized
CPA profession.

o

Almost nine out of every ten members feel the Institute is
doing a
good job or anexcellent job in serving the needs
of
theprofession; seven out of every ten
rate the
Institute high in serving their individual needs; while six
out of ten give the Institute such a rating in serving the
public interest.

o

Eight
out
services
membership.

o

Members clearly feel that the services that are, or will
be, provided by the Institute are more important to the
profession than to themselves as individuals.

of everyten members feel that the Institute’s
and
benefits are worth the dues paid for

Generally, services dealing with professional conduct and
quality of practice placed at the top of the list in terms
of
importance,
while direct member services such as
programs aimed at helping run a business more effectively
appeared at the bottom of the list.
o

Not
surprisingly, there were many variations in the
responses
since many of the Institute’s services are
targeted to meet the needs of different segments of the
membership.
For example, members with small firms were
more likely to place a high value on CPE, liability
insurance, the library, and the AICPA 800 number for
technical information and library services, while members
in large firms were more likely to place high value on the
development and enforcement of professional standards and
peer review.

o

When asked to provide suggestions as to what the Institute
can do to enhance the value of services to members, two
suggestions placed at the top of the list by a wide margin
improved responsiveness to the needs of smaller firms as
well as the needs of members not in public practice.

-
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One additional source of information was a survey of the public
conducted for the Institute by Louis Harris and Associates, Inc.
regarding the public’s perceptions, knowledge, and attitudes
toward CPAs and the accounting profession. The survey provided
invaluable information to the Committee since it delved into
areas of major interest —
the standing of CPAs and the
profession, the challenge to the profession from the outside
world, the public's knowledge about the qualifications for CPAs
and knowledge of their ethical standards. The tabulations were
provided for key targeted groups such as owners of various size
businesses,
CEOs,
bank
officers,
attorneys,
government
officials. Congressional aides, members of the media, and other
specialized groups.
Following are some of the key findings of
the survey.
The results are available under separate cover
entitled, "A Survey of the Perceptions, Knowlege, and Attitudes
Towards CPAs and the Accounting Profession."
o

CPAs emerged at the top or close to it among all key groups
surveyed in terms of their ethical and moral practices.

o

Three out of every four in all groups surveyed believe that
"the accounting profession is performing better today than
it ever has in the past." Prestige and respect appear to
be associated with the CPA designation as nine out of every
ten believe that a CPA must be well-trained and educated
before he or she can earn that designation.

o

All of the groups surveyed make a clear distinction between
accountants who are CPAs and those who are not. CPAs in
public accounting are attributed with the most esteem — a
79% positive rating from the top leadership groups. CPAs
in industry received a slightly lower 70% positive rating
compared to non-CPA accountants employed as accountants in
industry, who received a much lower 57% positive rating.

o

A significant majority —
nine out of ten in the leader
group and three out of four in the public groups — feel
that CPAs do exercise independence and objective judgment
in performing audits.

o

Approximately two out of three also believe that a "good
auditor" is also a business advisor to clients.

o

CPAs
are
also
well-rated
on
honesty,
competence,
reliability and objectivity.
CPAs received lower, but
still positive, ratings on their concern for the public
interest in their work. The most negative marks were given
in terms of being creative.

-
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Seventy-two percent of the leadership groups and forty-five
percent
of
stockholders
oppose
stricter
government
regulation of independent auditors. However, fifty percent
of the "knowledgeable” public and fifty-six percent of the
general public are in favor of stricter regulation by
government.
Significant majorities in all groups believe that to remain
a CPA, a person has to abide by a code of ethics.
Additionally,
eight
out of ten feel that continuing
education should be mandatory.
Majorities
believe that it is appropriate for public
accounting firms to offer a variety of services, such as:
computer
hardware
and
software
selection;
general
management consulting; education programs and actuarial
services.
However, majorities in all categories frown on
executive search services and the packaging and selling of
tax shelters.
o

All key groups are in opposition to CPA firms receiving
commissions for providing services and products of others.

AICPA De Facto Plan
One major step which the Committee needed to take prior to
developing strategies was to review the Institute’s de facto
plan —
the composite of activities which the Institute is
currently pursuing to accomplish its objectives. This was an
essential step since the Committee had to be thoroughly aware of
what the Institute is currently doing before it could recommend
what the Institute should be doing.
This working plan, in
effect, constitutes the programs that have been developed over
the years.
The current activities of the Institute which work
towards accomplishing the ten objectives are included along with
the Committee’s recommended strategic thrusts and directions in
the section beginning on page 20.
Strategic Thrusts and Directions
Using the above information, the Committee developed twelve
strategic thrusts or broad directions in which the Institute
should move to accomplish its objectives, and fulfill its
mission.
The Committee also identified more specific strategic
directions within each category.
In developing
five criteria;
o

these strategic directions, the Committee applied
strategic directions should:

Be consistent with the Institute’s mission,
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o

Advance one or more of the Institute’s objectives,

o

Be compatible with the future environment,

o

Be responsive to the needs and wants of the membership,

o

Be practicable.

The Committee believes that the Institute’s existing programs
and activities are generally responsive to the Institute’s
mission and objectives. However, some need additional emphasis,
and in other cases new ones should be initiated. It is in this
context that the Committee began the process of strategizing for
the future.
IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE RECOMMENDED STRATEGIC THRUSTS
AND DIRECTIONS INDICATE THE ACTIONS THAT THE INSTITUTE SHOULD
PURSUE.
THEY ARE NOT OPERATIONAL PLANS. THEY REFLECT WHAT
NEEDS TO BE DONE. THE DEVELOPMENT OF OPERATIONAL PLANS IS THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE COMMITTEES AND STAFF OF THE INSTITUTE.
The strategic directions developed
the next section of this report.

by the committee appear in

Analysis of Governance and Structure
As originally conceived, the strategic planning process was to
include
an assessment of the adequacy of the Institute’s
structure and resources in pursuing the strategic directions the
Committee
recommends.
In the process of the Committee’s
deliberations, many points of discussion addressed governance
and structure Issues. Accordingly, the Committee recognized and
concurred with the need for the establishment of the Special
Committee on Governance and Structure.
While the Committee
deferred major discussions in this area, it did identify some
recommendations for consideration by the Special Committee.
o

Promote uniformity
licensure.

with

o

Encourage
more
effective and uniform
regulation of standards by states.

o

Maintain the uniform CPA examination within the Institute.

o

Encourage the adoption of the Model Accountancy Bill.

o

Rationalize and integrate AICPA/state CPA organizations.

o

Explore the concept of a two-tiered certificate.

-
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respect

-

to CPA certification and
enforcement

and

o

study the significance of the CPA certificate in areas
other than the practice of public accounting.

o

Develop additional membership divisions to accommodate new
activities, thereby attracting members in all areas.

o

Pursue
the
feasibility
of
establishing
participation in membership divisions.

o

Develop a student membership category.

non-CPA

Feedback
In developing this report, the Strategic Planning Committee
received a great deal of feedback and input. Both the AICPA
Board
of
Directors
and
Council
reviewed and discussed
preliminary drafts of the report on two separate occasions and
provided valuable insights.
In addition, numerous letters
providing input were received from CPA firms, committees, and
AICPA staff.
All of this information was discussed by the
Strategic Planning Committee at its meetings and helped form the
basis for many of the changes that were effected in working from
drafts of the report to this final plan.
Implementation
The strategic planning process etablished within the Institute
will be a continuing process.
As that process continues,
implementation of the recommended strategic directions will take
place.
Nevertheless,
changes
may be necessary as new
assumptions about the future are made or existing assumptions
are altered.

-
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES, THRUSTS, DIRECTIONS,
AND CURRENT ACTIVITIES
The Strategic Planning Committee reviewed the objectives of the
Institute, as well as the current activities which it is
pursuing,
and
reached the conclusion that in some areas
additional
emphasis was needed to accomplish some of its
objectives.
In effect, a number of objectives could be better
accomplished if the Institute’s current programs and activities
are strengthened with either an increase in emphasis or with a
new thrust.
Following is a list of the ten objectives of the Institute, the
new thrusts which the Committee has developed to work toward
achieving certain objectives, and some recommended strategic
directions.
It is important to note that the strategic thrusts
have not been prioritized. The Committee believes that ultimate
prioritization will occur as the recommendations contained in
this report are implemented.
It was also agreed that all 12 thrusts are important and that
regardless of budget constraints the Institute should move
forward in each area. The Committee believes it would be better
to devote some resources to each thrust and move forward at a
slower pace.

-
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OBJECTIVE n o . 1:
STANDARDS FOR CPAs

PROMOTES UNIFORM CERTIFICATION AND LICENSING

The

Strategic
Planning
Committee considered programs and
activities to accomplish this objective.
Beyond referring
certain matters to the Special Committee on Governance and
Structure, the Committee was satisfied that existing programs
and activities are adequate.

Scope of Objective
Specifies
a
continuation
of
the
AICPA’s
role in the
credentialling process for CPAs.
This includes preparation,
administration, and grading of the Uniform CPA Examination. It
also addresses the desirability of an ongoing AICPA effort in
cooperation with State Boards and State Societies at promoting
the adoption of uniform requirements governing the issuance of
the CPA certificate.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA
Examinations Division
o

Board of Examiners continually monitors examination content
and validity, preparation, production and grading of CPA
examination.
BOE is studying possible changes in the
structure, format, and length of the exam; a key proposal
is to eliminate all essay questions in the exam.

o

NASBA evaluation of examination.
The purpose of the CPA
Examination Review Board Report is to review and evaluate
the policies and procedures of the Board of Examiners and
the Boards of Accountancy regarding construction, grading,
administration,
and
security
of
the
uniform
CPA
examination.

o

Pratice Analysis Study - Study to identify the profession’s
core
work
activities and the knowledge, skills, and
abilities needed to perform the tasks.

State Legislation Department
Model Public Accountancy Bill is an effort to achieve
uniformity
in
regulations
throughout
the
state
jurisdictions;
to
currently,
efforts
are
underway
incorporate a standard code of professional ethics in the
Model Bill.
Relations with NASBA- The State Legislation Department
continues liaison discussions with NASBA in efforts to
achieve uniformity in standards and also to achieve desired
legislation.

-
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o

Consultation with State Boards - To keep the AICPA current
on the various positions taken by state boards, to identify
those areas in which a board's position may conflict with
that of the Institute, and to achieve as much uniformity as
possible.

Relations with Outside Organizations
o

AICPA-NASBA Legislative Liaisons Task Force - The Task
Force, consisting of NASBA and AICPA representatives, hold
a
conference
every other year on specific licensing
problems with the ultimate goal of seeking uniformity.

Relations with Educators
The
Postbaccalaureate Education Requirement Committee
Committee is charged with developing and implementing a
strategy
for
encouraging
legislative enactment of a
150-hour education requirement to sit for the CPA exam.

-
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OBJECTIVE NO. 2:
SETS
PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE

REQUIREMENTS FOR MAINTAINING MEMBERS'

The Committee believes that existing programs adequately deal
with this objective and does not, therefore, recommend any
additional action.
Scope of Objective
Points towards establishment of a requirement for maintenance of
professional competence as a condition for membership— some kind
of
mandatory
minimum
continuing
professional
education
requirement.
Also encompasses the development of requirements
for practice by members in such specialized areas as tax and SEC
practice.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA
CPE is a membership requirement for all Institute members,
except those in retirement. Members in the practice of public
accounting are required to complete a minimum of 120 hours of
CPE over a three-year period.
Members who are not in public
practice would be required to complete 90 hours of CPE over a
three-year period.
Q u a l i t y
Review
Members in public practice are required to
participate in a quality review program or in the peer review
programs of the Division for CPA firms.

Division for CPA Firms
Member firms must ensure that all professionals in the
United
States
take
part
in
qualifying CPE.
All
professionals, including non-CPAs must average 40 hours of
CPE per year.
Voluntary Membership Divisions
o

SECPS and PCPS (includes Quality Review Division) - through
Peer Review and CPE requirement.
SECPS
on
audits of entities with significant public
interest requires certain other steps to enhance quality,
including concurring preissuance review and audit partner
rotation.
Alleged audit failures are subject to inquiry to determine
professional
standards or quality control implications
presented by individual cases of alleged audit failure.
Tax, PFP, MAS Division, enhance education opportunities.

-
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o

Consulting Review
peer reviews.

Program

o

Quality Control Document Program - Through which firms may
submit draft quality control document for review.

Specialization Accreditation Board

-
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- Which helps firms prepare for

OBJECTIVE NO. 3 : ASSISTS MEMBERS IN THE CONTINUING DEVELOPMENT
OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE
Scope of Objective
Addresses the necessity of the Institute to provide assistance
in meeting minimum education requirements and in helping members
to operate at the cutting edge of their discipline. Encompasses
the development of a continuing professional education program
in
cooperation
with
state
societies
and
educational
institutions.
Integral parts of objective are extensive AICPA
library, a publishing program, and efforts to utilize new
information
technologies
by
developing
data
bases
and
information retrieval systems for the use of members.
The Committee concurs with the current activities of the
Institute as
they relate to this objective; however, it
recognizes that for the Institute to better accomplish this
objective it recommends as a strategic thrust:
THRUST #1

ASSIST MEMBERS AS THEY EXPAND THE SCOPE OF THEIR
ACTIVITIES AND WORK IN SPECIALIZED AREAS

Why strategic thrust is important
Members will increasingly be engaged in new types of activities.
As
the
scope of these activities expands, new areas of
specialization will appear and there will be an increased need
to develop programs to accredit specialists. Adequate training
and educational needs will be of paramount importance. Members
in public practice must recognize that services can only be
expanded
within
the
limits
of
integrity,
objectivity,
independence, and due care.
Some strategic directions
1.

Provide guidance on how accounting firms may be structured
to accommodate new services and develop a vehicle for
promptly resolving practice problems.

2.

Monitor new types of activities and provide timely practice
aids and CPE.

3.

Develop
programs
function.

4.

Develop new and creative programs to inform the public
about the scope, nature, and limitations of CPA services,
thereby
combatting
the
mis-perception that non-audit
services per se impair objectivity and independence.

5.

Study areas suitable for value billing and advise members
on the techniques for implementing that approach.

to

preserve
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and

expand

the

attest

6.

Communicate
members.

the needs and benefits of specialization to all

7.

Increase
emphasis on and availability of programs
accredit specialists thereby enhancing CPA value.

8.

Provide educational programs
CPAs to their clients.

9.

Develop programs to assist members with the international
aspects of their clients or employers’ business.

to

intended for presentation by

CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA
Continuing Professional Education
o

Various CPE Conferences - Some of the major ones include
the
Microcomputer
Conference,
National Conference
on
Federal
Taxes, Estate Planning, and Planning for the
Closely Held Corporation.

o

CPE Group Seminars - The CPE Division offers numerous group
seminars which address various aspects of members' careers
- in industry or public practice.

o

Self-Study Programs allow members to adapt CPE programs to
their individual schedules while earning credit hours.
Self-study programs are offered in a wide variety
of
formats (incl
uding computer-based programs) and coverage of
subjects encompassing all National Curriculum fields of
study.

o

Video Programs are offered in both self-study and group
study formats.
They are particularly useful in in-firm
training
efforts.
A forthcoming monthly subscription
product will supplement the Kess Income Tax Workshops.

o

Training Schools - This CPE activity currently offers four
training programs, which are typically held in universities
and open to anyone who wishes to attend:
National Tax Education Program (5 weeks)
National Personal Computer Program (1 week)
National Governmental Training Program (3 days)
National Banking School (2 weeks)
MAS Training Program (2 weeks)

o

National Curriculum:
A Pathway to Excellence - A training
guide designed to assist CPAs in course selection and to
provide a basic checklist and reference tool for training
directors, program planners, and course developers.

o

Workshop on Building and Managing a Successful Tax Practice

-
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Publications
Journal of Accountancy.
CPA Letter.
The Tax Adviser.
The Practicing CPA.
Newsletters of the Membership Divisions;
“
-

Personal Financial Planning - The CPA Planner
Tax Division - Tax Division Newsletter
Private Companies Practice Section (PCPS) - The Advocate
MAS Division - The CPA Management Advisor

Various Washington Reports - Apprise membership of Federal
legislative developments and the Institute’s activities in
Washington.
The Washington
Digest
describes
the
Institute’s actions on key legislative matters.
Also
published is AICPA Washington Report.
Newsletter/Publication Promotion Programs apprise members
of
Institute-sponsored activities and courses, and of
publications which they, as well as their clients, may find
beneficial.
National
Continuing
Professional
Education Curriculum
strives to provide accounting profession with assistance in
program selection.
The publication, aimed at CPAs in
public
practice, industry, and government, provides a
framework of specified knowledge and skills.
It also
assists developers of CPE programs.
Accountants’ Business Manual - This publication, formatted
as a desk reference, provides information on a range of
general business topics which relate to clients, as well as
practice management.
For example, it addresses business
organization, estate planning, employee relations, hiring
foreign nationals, etc.
o

CPA Client Bulletin

o

Special
Committee
Reports
recommendations
and
final reports
committees and task forces.

-
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Present
findings,
of various special

Library Services Division
o

Library Assistance (Phone, Letter, and In-person Inquiries)
- Members have access to this service which provides
bibliographies and loans of accounting, tax and other
business literature.
Toll-free telephones enable members
to readily receive library assistance in terms of their own
research projects and accounting questions which they may
have. The Library is open to the public for research use.

o

In addition to its own collection, the library has access
to computerized databases on the Mead, BRS, Dialog, ORBIT,
etc.
This enhances the library in meeting members’
requests for information.
Members may subscribe to this
Index
Accountants’
to its equivalent computerized
quarterly
service
or
Using the ACCOUNTANTS database,
database, ACCOUNTANTS.
members may access by subject 750,000 records, from 1974
Accountants’ Index
on, of Journal articles and books. The __________________
provides members and other subscribers with an up-to-date
listing of publications in the AICPA Library.
EDMAX LIBRARY- Now located in the CPE Division, it contains
CPE courses from AICPA and from approximately two dozen
members.
Edmax members pay a fee to join and are required
to contribute their own CPE materials.

Surveys of the Membership
o

EDP Survey - A periodic
designed to assess their
usage.

survey of all practice units
current hardware and software

Technical Information Division
o

Technical assistance (phone and letter inquiries) - Members
have access to this service which provides responses to
questions of a technical nature. An 800 number facilitates
members’ access to the needed information.

o

Numerous technical practice aids are published; these aids
provide positions of technical staff on relatively specific
fact patterns. For example, the 1986 edition addressed the
need for comparative financial statements; consolidation of
corporation and proprietorship; and cash basis statements.

o

NAARS - Members may subscribe to this computerized data
base which contains information derived from the annual
reports
of
approximately
4,200
companies which are
maintained on-line for five years.

-
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o

Financial Reporting Surveys - Using the NAARS data base,
examples of various types of disclosures, e.g., pension
plans, are extracted, analyzed by staff, and subsequently
published for members' information.

o

Publications on practice in other countries are published
by the Division to provide members with technical guidance
for accounting in foreign countries; comparisons of those
countries; standards with those of the AICPA are available.

Managing an Accounting Practice
o

MAP Committee -- The objective of the Committee is to help
firms improve the quality of practice management.

o

MAP Handbook - A three-volume set covering a wide range of
topics related to managing an accounting practice. The
Handbook includes, among other things, checklists and
practice management aids designed to assist members in the
management of an accounting practice.

o

Task Force on Services for Minority CPA Firms - To explore
what
projects
the MAP Committee might undertake for
minority CPA firms.

o

CPA Video Journal - A series of video programs to keep CPAs
up-to-date on professional developments, conferences and
controversial issues, and to provide new ideas for practice
management.

o

Selected Readings - An annual compilation of
management
articles
from
professional
and
publications selected by the MAP Committee.

o

MAP Committee Publications - The MAP Committee publications
on aspects of managing a practice.

o

MAP Committee Local Firm Consultation Program - A two-day
intensive review of a firm's management practice designed
to
identify
and
find solutions to aspects of firm
management that need to be strengthened.

o

MAP Member Inquiries - Service that responds to members'
questions about aspects of managing a practice.

o

MAP Roundtable Discussion Guide - Encourages members to
engage in management group discussions at the local level.
Distributed
through
State
Societies and directly to
members.

o

MAP Services for Local Practitioners - Apprises members of
AICPA services and programs for local practitioners.
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practice
business

o

Guide on specifics involved in partnership agreements

o

Sole
Practitioner’s
Forum
practitioners can exchange
and discuss problems.

Forum
in
which sole
experiences, share information

Industry Committee
o

Industry
Member
Column
in Journal of Accountancy Publishes articles on topics of information to industry
members.

o

Services for Industry Members - Apprises members of AICPA
services and programs for industry members.

o

Industry
Member Forum Manual - To encourage industry
members to organize local discussion groups to exchange
information on work-related topics and professional issues.

Management Information Services Division
o

Software Evaluation Systems - A service provided by the MIS
Division in which various software directories and other
sources are used to locate specific software to meet
members' needs.

Conference Sponsored by Various Institute Divisions
o

For example, practice management conferences; the Symposium
on the Future; tax conferences; MAS conference; estate
planning conference; controllership conference; small firms
conferences; government update conference, etc.

Membership Division for Management Advisory Services
o

MAS Member Referral Program - Members of the Division may
request the names and addresses of other Division members
whose profiles in the Division database match certain
criteria, such as specific MAS type or industry experience.
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OBJECTIVE NO .4:
PERFORMANCE

PROVIDES STANDARDS OF PROFESSI0NAL CONDUCT AND

Scope of Objective
This objective addresses the key role that the Institute must
continue to play in promulgating standards of conduct and
performance to ensure that the public is well-served by the
profession.
Those areas over which the Institute has control
over
the
promulgation
of
standards are being addressed
adequately.
Since it is the responsibility of all members to
serve the public interest, standard-setting in the ethics and
other areas should include guidelines for members not in public
practice.
However, in order to better accomplish this objective, the
Strategic Planning Committee recommends as a strategic thrust:
THRUST #2

PLAY A MORE EFFECTIVE
STANDARD-SETTING PROCESS

ROLE

IN

THE

ACCOUNTING

Why strategic thrust is important
Given the divergent pressures now facing the profession, it is
critical that financial reporting remains relevant and reliable
and cost-effective. The Institute must take an active role in
ensuring that accounting standards are responsive to users’
needs,
recognizing that the users may be owners/managers.
Should these needs not be met, accountants could lose their
relevance.
Some strategic directions
1.

Continue to support
private sector.

accounting

2.

Develop an aggressive program designed to enhance the
relevance, reliability, and cost-effectiveness of financial
reporting.

3.

Continue to work with the FASB and other standard-setting
bodies to mitigate the impact of standards overload.

4.

Examine the organizational structure in place to influence
FASB and GASB in the standard-setting process.

5.

Encourage more dialogue and the active involvement of a
broader cross-section of CPAs in the standard-setting
process.

6.

Develop a methodology by which members can comment on FASB
and GASB proposals.
-31-

standa rd

setting

in the

7.

Strengthen the Institute’s relationship with the issuers of
financial statements.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA

Auditing Standards Division
o

Auditing Standards Board.

o

Statements
standards.

o

Auditing Procedure Studies are intended to inform auditors
of developments and provide advice with respect to audit
procedures.
They offer non-authoritative assistance,
neither approved nor issued by the ASB.

o

Statements and interpretations on attest services.

o

o

and

interpretations

on

various

auditing

Audit Guides - The audit guides provide members with
information on the distinct characteristics and regulations
pertaining to an industry which they audit. The guides
address banks, colleges, construction contractors, state
and local government units, etc.
Quality Control Standards

o

In Our Opinion News
letter - Quarterly newslett
er to enhance
communications
with
constituent groups (state society
directors,
presidents
and
committees
and
other
organizations) in order to approve their acceptance of our
positions and obtain their feedback.

o

Auditing_____Research____ Projects/Monographs
These
non-authoritative
publications
provide
members
with
background
materials
and
discussions
of significant
auditing problems.

AICPA Implementation of New Auditing Standards
Accounting Standards Division
o

Statements of Position - The Accounting Standards Executive
Committee regularly exposes its positions, which often
relate to audit guides, for members’ comments, which are
considered prior to formal adoption of the position.

o

Practice Bulletins - Practice Bulletins disseminate AcSEC's
views on narrow financial accounting and reporting problems
that have not been and are not being considered by the FASB
or GASB. Practice bulletins require approval of two thirds
of the members of AcSEC. They are not exposed for comment.
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Issues
Papers
The
Accountin g Standards Executive
Committee releases discussion papers, which offer informal
guidance on broad topics; the positions expressed are not
enforceable standards. Issues related to a given topic are
broken into components; pros and cons are addressed, and
adversary conclusions and committee recommendations are
provided.
Comment Letters to FASB
o

Notices to Practitioners

o

Audit and Accounting Guides - Audit and accounting guides
deal with particular areas in financial accounting and
reporting that require attention, such as audits of pension
plans,
or
with
specialized industries, such as the
construction industry.
Audit and accounting guides are
exposed for comment; the comments are considered before
final issuance of the guide.

o

Letters of Comment on Documents Issued for Comment by the
FASB, GASB, SEC and Others - The Accounting Standards
Executive Committee comments on proposals that relate to
financial accounting and reporting, prepared by groups
outside the AICPA.

WAS Division
Statements on Standards for MAS (SSMAS) - Issued by the
Executive Committee and Senior technical committees of
Institute, SSMAS are designed to provide guidance
practitioners to comply with standards set forth by
AICPA Rules of Conduct.

MAS
the
for
the

MAS Practice Aids - Practice aids provide practitioners
with educational and reference materials on the conduct of
various management advisory services.
MAS
Special
Reports - Special reports are technical
documents,
other
than
practice
aids, published for
informational purposes and cover select management advisory
services issues.
Ethics Division
o

Code
of
rulings.

Ethics

including

o

Ethics rulings and interpretations.
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rules,

interpretations,

and

o

Ethics Publications Programs - Articles on specific Rules
of Conduct and informal questions and answers addressing
specific ethics questions are regularly published in The
Journal of Accountancy.
They are also circulated to the
state CPA societies for publication in their newsletters.

Tax Division
o

Statements on Tax Policy.

Open Meeting Subscription Service through which members can
receive agendas from the various committee meetings, which are
not confidential in nature. Members, with advance notice, are
invited to attend the open meetings.
Accounting and Review Services
Task Force on Accounting Standards Overload
Division for CPA Firms
o

SEC Practice Section has membership requirements pertaining
to
the audits of entities with a significant public
interest.
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MONITORS PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE TO ENFORCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 5:
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
Scope of Objective
This objective addresses the role of the Institute in monitoring
professional performance to enforce professional standards. It
imposes a responsibility on all members to permit various kinds
of monitoring of professional performance. It also implies that
AICPA oversight responsibility would extend substantially beyond
the policy of responding to problems that are brought to the
Institute’s attention and would indeed require the Institute to
have a broader and more active responsibility for oversight even
when no immediate evidence of professional failure exists.
In order to better accomplish this objective, the Strategic
Planning Committee recommends as a strategic thrust:
THRUST #3

IMPLEMENT THE PLAN TO RESTRUCTURE PROFESSIONAL
STANDARDS AND OTHERWISE ENHANCE QUALITY WORK

Why strategic thrust is important
In
adopting
the
provisions
of the plan to restructure
professional standards, the AICPA membership voted to enhance
professionalism through a revised, positive code of professional
conduct;
a practice-monitoring
requirement;
a continuing
education requirement; and additional education requirements for
entry
into the profession.
However, the profession will
continue to be criticized as activities expand and competition
increases.
In the final analysis, quality work is the best
response.
Although the expectation gap can be narrowed, demands
will continue to be made by the public and government alike for
an even higher level of performance. Efforts to ensure quality
services, which adhere to standards, will also help to enhance
the
image
of the profession and contribute to continued
self-regulation.
Some strategic directions
1.

Eventually bring all attest engagements within the scope of
quality review.

2.

Develop voluntary
services.

3.

Implement recommendations of the Task Force on the Quality
of Audits of Governmental Units to improve the quality of
such audits.

4.

Develop
CPAs.

CPE

quality

programs

for
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review

programs for non-attest

paraprofessionals

working with

S.

Inform issuers and users of financial statements as to how
quality review affects them.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA

Ethics Division
o

Technical and Behavioral Standards Committees regularly
conduct investigations of members' conduct in terms of its
consistency
with
the Rules of Conduct.
While many
investigations result from formal complaints, newspaper
articles, litigation notices, etc. are also monitored.

o

Trial Board - Should an ethics committee determine that a
member committed a serious or repeated violation of a Rule
of Conduct, or failed to cooperate with the Committee, a
trial board judges the merits of an investigation. The
Trial Board can ultimately expel or suspend membership.
The guilty findings of the Trial Board are published in The
CPA Letter.

o

National Review Board - This body reviews Trial Board
findings with which the member disagrees. Also, should an
ethics
committee fail to take action on a complaint
submitted by one member against another, the member has the
right to have his complaint submitted to the National
Review Board.

Division for CPA Firms
o

PCPS Peer Review
Oversight Board).

(also

overseen

by

independent

Public

o

SECPS Peer Review.

o

SECPS
Special
Investigation
Committee
considers the
professional
standards or quality control implications
presented by allegations of audit failure and identifies
corrective measures,if any, that should
be taken by
individual member firms.

o

Quality review program.

Interface with State Societies and State Boards
o

JEEP - This contractual arrangement with the AICPA and most
state CPA societies eliminates duplicate investigations of
the
same complaint.
Its Manual spells out the
due
procedure process by
which investigations are conducted.
It
is also an educational
process; for example,
the
societies are sent copies of written resp
onses to members'
inquiries.
Regional conferences are held once a year with
the Societies and Institute representatives.
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Liaison Meetings between leaderships of AICPA and NASBA as
effort to develop viable standards.
o

Implementation Monitoring Committee - on the Quality of
Audits of Governmental Units to improve the quality of such
audits
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OBJECTIVE N O . 6 :
PROMOTES PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN THE INTEGRITY,
OBJECTIVITY, COMPETENCE, AND PROFESSIONALISM OF AICPA MEMBERS
AND THE SERVICES THEY PERFORM
Scope of Objective
The objective addresses the responsibility of the Institute in
communicating to the public the varied functions of CPAs and the
benefit of CPA services and activities, including the extent and
effectiveness of self-regulation.
In order to better accomplish this objective, the Strategic
Planning Committee recommends as a strategic thrust:
THRUST #4

EXPAND THE COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

strategic thrust is important
As scrutiny of the profession intensifies, it is critical that
the public be made aware of the professionalism and competency
of all AICPA members -- whether in public practice, industry,
government or education.
While promoting a positive image of
CPAs in general, the status associated with membership in the
Institute needs to be explained.
Its mission and objectives
need to be publicized.
Some strategic directions
1.

Educate the public regarding the high quality and diverse
activities of AICPA members in public practice, industry,
government, and education.

2.

Enhance the Institute's role as the accepted, authoritative
voice of the profession.

3.

Promote to the general public, business leaders, government
and the media opinion leaders a positive, professional
image of AICPA members serving the public interest.

4.

Promote the image of AICPA members as the chief advisor to
organizations and individuals.

5.

Publicize the
including pro
charities.

6.

Seek out additional opportunities
minority CPAs in various media.

7.

Develop and foster good relations with leaders in the
general business community to enhance the role of the
Institute as the leader of the profession in the business
environment.

public service activities of AICPA members,
bono work to community organizations and
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to

feature

women and

8

Publicize
the Institute’s efforts and
self-regulation,
including
the
Code
requirements and quality review.

9.

Develop new and creative programs to inform members, the
public, regulators, and legislators about the commitment
made
by
AICPA
members to quality, objectivity, and
integrity whether they are in public practice, industry,
government, or education.

10

.

Assist state societies and accounting
advertising and public relations needs.

achievements in
of Ethics, CPE

firms

with their

CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA
Communications Division
o

Press Relations and publicity activities.

o

AICPA news releases.

o

Media Training Program The Communications Division’s
program
consists
of
one-day
sessions
during which
interaction between Institute representatives and the media
is
simulated.
Techniques used include lecture, role
playing
and
critique;
areas
covered include public
speaking, TV, radio, and newspaper interviews. The program
is available to the Board, Executive Staff, Chairmen of
some Committees, as well as the Executive Directors and
Presidents-elect of state CPA Societies.

o

Communications
Assistance
to State Societies provide
presentations on year-end
and financial planning radio
scripts, slides and brochures. Provide TV public service
announcements, brochures, speeches, and slide presentations
for local distribution during tax season to highlight CPAs
providing tax service. Produce 52 Money Management columns
annually appearing weekly in local newspapers, etc.
Speeches - Preparation of public speeches for Institute
Chair
m e n and standard presentations for member use with
public groups.

o

Public Relations’ SpecialProjects - Counsel and advise
Institute divisions and committees on communications and
publicity on a continuing basis.
Current involvement
includes Division for Firms Joint Coordination Committee,
Program for Excellence (Restructuring), Annual Meeting,
Government Affairs, Personal Financial Planning, Taxes,
State Society Relations, and Education Division.
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Public Service Committee - The Committee’s objective is to
encourage CPAs to participate in public service activities.
The
Committee
does this, for example, by developing
programs for the AICPA, state societies and individual
members to carry out, and affording national recognition to
CPAs honored by their state societies with Public Service
Awards.
Annual Public Relations Conference - A Public Relations
Conference for state societies is held each year. It
serves as an information exchange and instructional seminar
for state public relations committee chairmen and public
relations staff, and executive directors who may not have
their own public relations staff.
o

Communications Assistance Program to CPA Firms - Provides
assistance
on
answering
and
assisting
speakers on
presentations.

o

Feasibility Study for Weekly Newspaper

o

Newsclip
Service - A weekly production, the newsclip
service
is
a
compilation
of
photocopies
of
accounting-related news coverage and is distributed to
Institute and state society leadership.

o

Preparation and Distribution of Public Relations Brochures
20 brochures for use by members and state societies to
tell the public more about the profession and its services.

o

Hometown News Releases Program - A program to increase the
public’s
awareness
of
accomplishments
and
other
developments relating to AICPA members in their community.

o

Annual Meeting Publicity.

o

Institute
Advertising
Activities
advertising
program
to
supplement
activities was begun in 1988.

o

Speakers’ Referral Service - Outside organizations contact
the division which identifies an appropriate speaker for
the selected topic.
The Division seeks out prestigious
speaking platforms.
Public Service Radio and TV Productions
a "tag-line" for each state society
times a year. State Societies can place
which offer financial and tax tips, on
stations.
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A
major public
public
relations

- Radio spots with
are issued several
the announcements,
local TV and radio

Public _________
Service Award
Program - Administered by the Public
Service Committee, the program is designed to encourage
AICPA members to take part in public service activities.
o

Regional
Public Relations Meetings - To increase the
skills, productivity, and understanding of the profession
of state society public relations staff. One meeting is
held each
year in each
of three or four areas of the
country.

o

Production and distribution of video updates - Provide
semiannual video updates
to state societies and other
subscribers
to keep
them apprised of Institute and
profession
activities.
Produce about a dozen videos
annually for divisions in support of their communications
objectives
with members
and outside groups.
Videotape
selected
Congressional hearings as a service to the
membership.

o

National Consumer Week Program - Administered by the Public
Service Committee.

o

Financial Writers Seminar - Provides guidance and support
for seminars for business and financial writers at the
state level.

o

CPA Public Opinion Poll - Survey to gather predictions on
where economy is heading and other special topics.

Division for CPA Firms
o

Maintain
public
files
on member firms that include
information about the firm and the results of its most
recent peer review.
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OBJECTIVE NO. 7 :
ENCOURAGES HIGHLY QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS TO
BECOME
CPAs
AND PROMOTES THE AVAILABILITY OF APPROPRIATE
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Scope of Objective
The Institute recognizes its important role in encouraging
students, even at the high school and undergraduate levels, to
enter the accounting profession. This objective suggests that
recruiting programs emphasize the creative and important roles
played by CPAs in our society. Cooperation with educational
institutions is essential in ensuring that educational programs
are meeting the needs of students and the profession alike.
The Strategic Planning Committee believes that the following
strategic thrusts are necessary to fulfill this objective:
THRUST #5

WORK AGGRESSIVELY TO ATTRACT QUALIFIED PEOPLE INTO
THE PROFESSION AND THE INSTITUTE AND TO RETAIN
THEM AFT E R THEY ENTER

Why strategic thrust is important
Given the overall decrease in students and the higher incomes
offered in other fields, fewer entrants into the profession will
be available from the best students.
The Institute must
initiate new efforts at recruiting students into the profession
and the Institute and at retaining them once they enter. Women
and minorities are entering the profession as they see the
opportunities accounting has to offer.
Some strategic directions
The Profession
1.

Attract the best and brightest high school and college
students into accountancy by effectively communicating the
opportunities inherent in the expanding activities as well
as develop public relations programs directed to students,
parents, faculty, and counselors.

2.

Working with state CPA societies develop a program of
assigning a member to each high school with particular
attention being paid to Guidance Counselors.

3.

At the college level, the recruitment effort should be
directed to the brightest and best across the campus,
including
those enrolled
in liberal arts and other
non-business programs.

4.

Study ways to
accountancy.

encourage
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minorities

to consider entering

5.

Encourage the development of innovative
careers in accounting attractive.

6.

Develop ways
minorities.

7.

Disseminate
information
on the impact of demographic
changes on staffing patterns of organizations through MAP
and CPE courses.

8.

Develop a portable benefits package for members.

9.

Develop a communications program to deal with such things
as adverse publicity, litigation, stress, and burnout.

10.

Determine criteria to assist in identifying potentially
successful CPAs as the demographics of the available pool
of future CPAs change.

11.

Encourage more accountants in
organizations to become CPAs.

to

enhance

paths

to

make

the upward mobility of women and

education,

government and

The Institute
12.

Develop a recruitment program which provides incentives for
membership expansion.

13.

Develop a program to target non-member CPAs working in CPA
firms, industry, education and government.

14.

Enhance membership
organizations.

15.

Develop a program for students in the Institute.

16.

Develop an aggressive public information campaign on the
significance of AICPA membership.

17.

Develop programs to enhance leadership
AICPA for non-public practice members,
management, minorities, women, etc.

THRUST #6

recruitment

efforts

at staff level of

roles within the
large firm top

ACTIVELY SEEK TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF ACCOUNTING
EDUCATION AND PROMOTE THE AVAILABILITY OF QUALITY
ACCOUNTING PROGRAMS.
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Why strategic thrust is important
Given technological developments and increased complexity, it is
critical that the quality of accounting education be improved so
that graduates are adequately prepared to enter the profession.
The Institute can be a driving force in improving accounting
education programs
and ensuring the availability of sufficient
and appropriate educational programs in accounting so that
students learn the analytical, technical, and communication
skills demanded by our quickly changing environment.
Some strategic directions
1.

Implement the recommendation of the Special Committee to
Restructure Professional Standards establishing a minimum
admission provision that would require those entering the
Institute after the year 2000 to have completed 150 hours
of academic education including a baccalaureate degree.

2.

Determine
process.

3.

Work to promote the availability of sufficient quality
accounting programs to meet the needs of the profession.

4.

Determine how oral and written communication, reasoning,
math, and reading skills of those entering accountancy can
best be improved and tested.

5.

Encourage organizations to provide the academic community
with case materials relative to matters such as fraud,
ethics, quality control, professionalism, etc.

6.

Work to alleviate the shortage of Ph.D.s in the profession.

7.

Work to increase the number of experienced CPAs teaching in
the classroom.

8.

Work to strengthen accounting accreditation and increase
the number of accredited programs.

9.

Encourage educators and educational institutions to be more
responsive to the needs of accountancy on a timely basis.

10.

Encourage educational institutions to revise their reward
system so as to encourage accounting educators to interact
with the profession and to be active in the AICPA and state
CPA organizations.

11.

Working with state CPA societies, encourage the development
of
professional
advisory
boards
for
colleges
and
universities.

ways

to exert greater influence on the education
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CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA
Relations with Educators Division
o

Relations
with AACSB - The AACSB is the body which
accredits accounting programs at colleges and universities.
The Institute nominates members to serve on committees of
the AACSB.

o

Supply/Demand
Survey - Annual survey of schools with
accounting programs and of CPA firms. The objective of the
survey is to provide an indication of new accounting
graduates (supply) vs. CPA firms’ staffing needs (demand).
Recently, the survey has been expanded to include the
placement
of
accounting
graduates
in
industry and
government.

o

State Society Education Conference - A conference held
approximately every three years where State Societies meet
to discuss issues related to education of accountants.

o

Doctoral Dissertation Grants Programs - Created in 1964,
this program provides grants for accounting Ph.D candidates
to work on their dissertations. The grants are intended
for
those candidates whose dissertations cover issues
related to professional accounting, and have only their
dissertation to complete for the Ph.D.

o

Outstanding Educators Award - Each year, the Institute,
working with a list of nominees supplied by the State
Societies, makes this award to an outstanding college or
university accounting professor.

o

Financial Assistance to Doctoral Candidates - Each year 10
people who are beginning their Ph.D programs in accounting
are awarded $5,000 each. The assistance can be renewed for
up to two years.

o

Testing
In
conjunction
with
The
Pyschological
Corporation,
the
Institute
develops
and administers
Accounting Achievement and Accounting Aptitude Tests. The
tests are used by some schools and employers.

o

Recruitment - consists of the preparation of audiovisual
materials
and
brochures
designed to attract quality
students
into accounting careers.
The brochures and
audiovisual
materials
are
distributed
through State
Societies
and
schools, and directly to students and
educators.
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o

Manual of AICPA and State Society Education Programs - A
digest of education-related activities and programs offered
by
the
state
societies
and
AICPA.
Enables the
organizations
to
better
coordinate their recruitment
programs and their efforts to promote cooperation between
the profession and academe.

o

Presentation Guide - A guide to assist members to develop
their own presentations on careers in accounting.

o

Accounting Literature Awards - A joint project of the AICPA
and
the
American Accounting Association to recognize
notable contributions to accounting literature. The AICPA
annually selects the published works from nominations made
by the AAA and presents the award to the authors.

o

Postbaccalaureate
Education
Requirement
Committee
Authorized by the Board of Directors to help implement
legislative enactment of a postbaccalaureate requirement
for entry into the profession.

o

Statistical Survey
of Accounting Education - A survey
conducted
every
five years since 1967 to provide a
statistical description of the types of institutions that
offer accounting programs, a profile of accounting faculty,
and data pertaining to accounting students, curriculums,
and types of available financial support.

o

Education Executive Committee

Aid to Minority Development
o

Scholarship Program - The scholarships are
awarded to
minority students,
majoring in accounting, who are U.S.
citizens or permanent residents.
The objective is to
increase
the
number of minorities in the accounting
profession.

o

Minority Recruitment and Equal Opportunity Committee exists to implement the 1969 resolution of Council to
integrate the profession in fact, as well as in ideal, by
encouraging and assisting young men and women from minority
groups to prepare themselves for professional careers in
accounting and encouraging public accounting firms and
other business organizations to take special affirmative
action to recruit and promote qualified members of minority
groups.
Minority Doctoral Fellows Committee - The objective of the
Committee is to award Doctoral Fellowships to minority
professors from developing institutions.
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o

Faculty
Summer Seminar - To aid and provide
education for minority accounting students.

quality

Examination Division
o

Elijah Watt Sells Awards
This program recognizes the
achievements of those who receive the highest scores on the
CPA examination.

Communications Division
o

Publicizes CPAs and career opportunities to publications
read by high school and college students and publicizes
minority scholarship programs in minority publications and
hometown newspapers of recipients.

o

Exploring involvement with several youth groups.

o

Works with Education Committees in developing comprehensive
communications programs to attract high caliber youth to
the accounting profession.
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OBJECTIVE N O . 8 :
UNITES CPAs -- WHETHER IN PUBLIC PRACTICE,
INDUSTRY, EDUCATION, OR GOVERNMENT - - I N THEIR EFFORTS TO SERVE
THE PUBLIC INTEREST
Scope of Objective
The Institute recognizes that standards of professional practice
will be most effective if CPAs assume the responsibility for
compliance by joining the Institute. The Institute should seek,
members from all segments of the profession and, subsequently,
serve their divergent needs.
In order to fulfill this objective, the
Committee recommends as a strategic thrust;
THRUST #7

IMPROVE THE DEVELOPMENT
AND SERVICES TO BETTER
MEMBERSHIP GROUPS.

Strategic Planning

AND DELIVERY OF PROGRAMS
SERVE THE NEEDS OF ALL

Why strategic thrust is important
The Institute’s membership is comprised of members in public
practice, industry, education, and government.
Programs and
services that address the differing needs of each should be
developed and delivered in a timely and cost-efficient manner.
Some Strategic directions
Programs and Services
In addition to strategic directions under other objectives for
members in public practice, consider the following particularly
with respect to members not in public practice.
1.

Gather and study information on members’ needs and develop
appropriate programs to fulfill those needs.

2.

Develop a program for encouraging members to participate in
the Institute to a greater degree.

3.

Identify common interest
respond to common needs.

4.

Develop programs to help employers see the value of hiring
CPAs and support their involvement in the Institute.

5.

Develop a network along industry lines (i .e ., would include
a
cross
section
of
internal
auditors,
mana
gement
accountants, etc.).
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areas

and

develop

programs to

6.

Develop a network of individuals
serve
as
an
Institute
point
organization.

within organizations to
of
contact for that

7.

Develop a prototype strategic planning program for firms and
state CPA organizations.

8.

Develop a communications program to advise members of future
issues and assist them in their development of appropriate
responses.

Delivery of Programs and Services
9.

Develop a business-like approach to creating and delivering
AICPA programs and services.

10. Consider the feasibility of changing the dues structure to
better
accommodate the concept of paying for services
received.
11. Develop a system to track membership growth — compared to
other organizations —
and measure market penetration for
all segments of our membership.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA
State Society Relations Division
o

National Planning Conference for State Societies - Held each
November,
this
conference
is
intended
to
help
presidents-elect prepare for their terms as state society
presidents,
effectively plan and implement programs as
professional leaders, and become more aware of the AICPA and
its assistance available to state societies.

o

CPA/SEA Management Information Profile Handbook - An annual
update
of
the
Handbook which provides state society
executive directors with updated information on society
operations and activities.

o

AICPA Coordination Handbook for State Societies - An annual
publication for state society presidents-elect and executive
directors
which outlines AICPA organization, identifies
Institute
assistance available to state societies, and
indicates where state societies input is requested. It is
also designed to help staff provide information and answer
questions about the Institute when making presentations
before state societies an d other groups.
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o

CPA/SEA Meetings - Two
meetings are held each year. The
purpose of the meetings is to keep the organization of state
society executive directors (SEA) which serves as a liaison
between state societies and the Institute, up-to-date on
current issues facing the profession.

o

Orientation program for
new state CPA society executive
directors is designed to help new executive directors gain a
better understanding of the organization and operations of
the AICPA and to encourage improved communication between
the Institute and staff of state societies.

o

Division
arranges meetings of delegations from foreign
accountancy bodies and
responds to foreign inquiries about
the AICPA and the United States accounting profession.

o

AICPA Relations with Firm Associations - An annual meeting
of Institute staff and chief staff executives of major CPA
firm associations is held annually to provide a forum for
discussion of issues of common interest. The State Society
Coordinator is distributed to CPA firm associations to keep
them up-to-date on AICPA and state society programs and
activities.
Local Practitioners Seminars provide an opportunity for
AICPA and state society members from local CPA firms to meet
with the AICPA President to discuss issues of importance to
members (and enable AICPA and state societies to better
understand the needs and problems of their members). The
meetings are regional with each society sending one or two
representatives.
Members Roundtables - Provide an opportunity for AICPA and
state society members from all segments of the profession
and AICPA executive staff to discuss topics of professional
interest and enable AICPA and state societies to understand
the needs of their members.
The
State
Society
Coordinator and President's Letter
newsletters
are published throughout the year and are
designed to keep the leadership of the state societies and
AICPA
informed
of state society activities and AICPA
programs impacting societies.
"CPA Link” Electronic Communications Network - The system
provides numerous communications advantages, including: an
immediate
distribution
of,
or
access to, up-to-date
information
on professional issues and activities; the
ability
to
transmit
a message to numerous locations
immediately
and
simultaneously;
and
faster
message
turnaround time.
The network is current available to state
societies and will be expanded to include other professional
groups and AICPA members.
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Advisory Group B
o

The purpose of this Committee is to provide a forum to
mid-size firms for discussion of issues pertinent to their
practices and to provide input to other existing committees
and boards.

Communications Division
o

Seminar for Not-For-Profit Organizations.

o

Public Service Awards Programs - Publicity program and state
society program for public service through brochures and
national consumer week involvement.

Industry and Practice Management Division
o

The Industry and MAP Committees hold annual meetings with
their state society counterparts to provide a forum for
states to exchange information on their programs among each
other and with the Institute.
Industry Committee efforts to encourage greater involvement
of industry members in AICPA affairs, particularly getting
more industry members appointed to Council and committees.
The MAP Committee has appointed task forces as services for
small and large firms.

o

Industry
industry
needs.

Members Needs Survey - Survey examined the needs of
members and the services provided to meet those

Planning and Research Division
o

Member
Attitude
Survey - A nationwide survey of
Institute
membership
to determine their attitudes
opinions regarding Institute activities, key legislative
political
issues, and issues and trends affecting
profession.

the
and
and
the

o

Tax Member Survey - Survey of members of the Tax Division
regarding
their
needs
and overall evaluation of the
Division.
Members
in
Government Survey - Survey of members in
government regarding their needs and overall evaluation of
programs and services.
Members in Education Survey - Survey of members in education
regarding their needs and overall evaluation of programs and
services.
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Special Surveys to meet divisions' needs; content of surveys
determined as needs arise.
Assessment of Member Needs Survey - A nationwide survey of
the Institute membership conducted in October of 1986. The
survey questioned members on topics falling into four major
categories
—
importance of membership, evaluation of
current and future services, evaluation of the Institute's
performance and policies, and the Institute's mission and
objectives.
Upward Mobility of Women Special Committee - This Committee
has developed recommendations on ways to strengthen the
upward mobility of women in the profession; now monitoring
progress.
o

Profile of the Membership and Profession - A profile
consisting
of
demographic,
educational
and
other
characteristics of the membership and profession.

o

Special Committee on AICPA Governance and Structure - Study
of the profession and the role of the Institute as the
national professional body and its relation with other
segments of the profession.

Member Services Division
o

Insurance Trust

o

Insurance - Life and Disability

o

Professional Liability Insurance Plan

o

Retirement Program

o

Credit Card Program - Through Signet Banks, The Institute
offers members a Gold and Silver Mastercard. There is no
fee on the cards the first year, and the interest rate is
currently 15%.
The Silver card carries a credit limit of
$3,000 and the Gold card a credit limit of $25,000.

o

Discount
Car Rentals - Entitles
discount rates on rental cars.

Institute

members

to

o

Hotel Discounts - Entitles Institute members to corporate
rates at over a dozen hotel chains.

o

AICPA Benevolent Fund - The fund is designed to help
members and former members and their families through
periods of financial diffi
ulty resulting from illness, an
c
accident, the death of the primary source of family income,
or some other major misfortune.
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OBJECTIVE

NO.

S E R V E S AS T H E N A T I O N A L R E P R E S E N T A T I V E O F CPA S

TO GOVERNMENT, REGULATORY BODIES, AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
Scope of Objective
The objective addresses the Institute’s role as spokesperson for
the views of CPAs in dealing with rule-making, standard-setting,
and legislative bodies as well as its role as liaison with state
CPA societies, public interest groups, and other professional
organizations.
The Strategic Planning Committee believes that this objective
can be better achieved through the following strategic thrusts:
THRUST #8

ENHANCE
THE
POSITION
OF
STRENGTHEN THE CPA DESIGNATION

THE

INSTITUTE

AND

Why strategic thrust is important
It is critical that the Institute maintains its position as the
national representative of CPAs. The Institute must strive for
more
visibility and
interaction
and
ties
with
other
organizations.
Visibility as the leader of the profession would
be enhanced by the Institute taking positions on issues of major
importance to the public where CPAs have specific expertise.
Such actions can help enhance the CPA designation.
Some strategic directions
1.

Position the Institute as the leader of the accounting
profession in the eyes of groups outside the profession, the
government, academe, the business community in general, the
public, and other domestic and international organizations.

2.

Strengthen the Institute’s visibility and ties with other
organizations within the business community as well as other
organizations within the profession.

3.

Take positions on issues of interest to the profession and
matters of public interest within our areas of expertise and
publicize those positions.

4.

Develop methods to enhance the CPA designation
benefit of all segments of our membership.

5.

Develop, implement, and publicize AICPA programs for pro
bono
work
and
encourage
state
CPA
organizations,
associations, and members to participate.

6.

Improve communications
organizations.

with
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membership,

firms

and

for the

other

THRUST #9

ENHANCE PROGRAMS THAT
POLITICAL STRENGTH

GIVE

THE

INSTITUTE

MORE

Why strategic thrust is important
Congress and other government bodies will continue to scrutinize
the profession’s ability to improve both the quality of its work
and its ability to self-regulate. The profession, at the same
time,
will face
increased pressure
to
assume greater
responsibilities.
As
a
consequence, federal and state
regulation and legislation will become more important to CPAs.
Some strategic directions
1 . Provide high
affairs.
2

.

3

.

priority

to

federal

and

state governmental

Expand the Institute’s efforts at coalition building.
Develop appropriate action programs
build and use our PAC and coalitions.
on

a

continuing

to

basis

more
for

effectively
Congressional

4.

Be
prepared
hearings.

5.

Encourage more CPAs
government office.

6.

Work
with,
and
through,
the Congress, the Treasury
Department, and the Internal Revenue Service to improve the
tax system.

7.

Assist members to understand
political environment.

8.

Be proactive on issues of importance to the accounting
profession as well as major matters of public interest
falling
within our areas of expertise - e.g., Social
Security, tax reform, federal financial management.

9.

Support and assist the state societies in their legislative
and regulatory efforts.

to

seek

high

and

10. Encourage the profession to speak
legislative and regulatory audiences.
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elective and appointed

adjust

with

to the changing

one voice before

CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA
Federal Government Relations Division
o

Legislative and Regulatory Activities.

o

Liaison with Congress, Federal Departments and Agencies and
Regulatory Bodies.

o

Federal Government Committees/Subcommittees,

o

W ashington Conferences enable the Institute representatives
to meet with individuals from government regulatory bodies
and other organizations. Conferences include:
-

o

SEC Conference
Banking Conference
Savings and Loan Conference
Credit Union Conference
Members in Government Conference

Various Publications
- Compliance with Federal Election Campaign Requirements
- Federal Conflict of Interest Laws as Applied to Government
Service by Partners and Employees of Accounting Firms
- Federal Financial Management Contracting for Audit and
Management Advisory Services with the Federal Government

o

Symposium on Federal Financial Management Reform

Political and Legislative Affairs Division
o

Key Person Conference

o

Congressional/State Society Breakfast

o

Monthly Breakfast Meeting with Members of Congress

Federal Tax Division
o

W ashington Tax Activities

o

Various Tax Subcommittees

o

IRS Technical Round Table

o

Relations with Bar

State Legislation Department
o

Various State Legislation Committees/Task Forces

o

State
Legislation
Legislative
Publications
publications, of which some are gratis, include:
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The

o

AICPA/NASBA Model Bill
PAC Handbook
Key Person Program
Manual for State Legislation Program
Campaign Treasurer’s Handbook
AICPA/NASBA Digest of State Board Regulations
Brief Questions and Answers regarding CPAs

Computer Assistance Information Services - This program of
state legislation provides assistance to the state CPA
societies
in
terms of:
research legislative issues;
drafting
legislative
amendments; developing legislative
strategies and policy papers; and consultation services on
issues pertinent to a particular state.

Relations with Outside Organizations
o

Delegation to Inter-American Accounting Association.

o

Delegation to International Federation of Accountants.
Liaison
etc.

o

with SEC, FASB, GASB, FEI, RMA, State CPA Societies,

Delegation to International Accounting Standards Committee The AICPA, along with the NAA, share the representation of
the United States at IASC, which meets three times each
year.

Communications Division
o

Association Section, Public Relations Society of America.

o

Association
Executives.

o

International Association of Business Communications.

o

Organizations
Association.

o

Corporate Forum.

o

National Press Club.

o

Association Division, United States Chamber of Commerce,

o

Public Affairs Council.

Section,

Section,

American

Society

International
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of

Public

Association

Relations

O B J E C T I V E NO.

10:

ASSIST MEMBERS IN UNDERSTANDING AND ADJUSTING
TO CHANGES IN THE ECONOMIC, POLITICAL, AND
TECHNOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

Scope of Objective
This objective expresses the Institute’s obligation to serve as
an evaluator of trends and as a lookout for threats and
opportunities which members and the profession will face. It
also addresses the need to consider issues likely to face the
profession and the need for development as well as communication
of a systematic, flexible and regularly updated plan for the
future.
In order to better accomplish this objective, the Strategic
Planning Committee recommends as strategic thrusts:
THRUST #10

DEVELOP A
OF MEMBERS

MAJOR

FOCUS ON THE TECHNOLOGICAL NEEDS

Why strategic thrust is important
Given
the
technological developments and our increasingly
information-based society, CPAs will become more involved with
information technology.
In order to remain competitive in such
an
environment, firms
will
have
to acquire access to
technological developments, such as expert systems. The demands
for information
management
must
be
met to ensure the
profession’s continued relevance.
Some Strategic directions
1.

Appoint a special committee to study members’ technological
needs and recommend programs to meet those needs.

2.

Continue the
software.

3.

Develop programs to analyze products and services, including
audit, tax, personal financial planning, etc.

THRUST #11

development

of

practice

aids in the form of

WORK TO FURTHER LIMIT MEMBERS’ LIABILITY

Why strategic thrust is important
Legal
liability
will
continue to be a major issue for
accountants in the future. This is a natural consequence of the
increasingly litigious nature of our society.
Some strategic directions
1.

Encourage members to practice at the highest level
quality in an effort to reduce substandard practice.
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of

2.

Continue efforts at tort reform.

3.

Encourage legislation to permit accounting services to be
offered by limited liability corporations.

4.

Develop
gap.

5.

Educate
the
judiciary
with
professional responsibility.

6.

Educate members on
risks of practice.

THRUST #12

a

communications

program to narrow the expectation

methods

respect

to

accountants

of evaluating and managing the

WORK TO IMPLEMENT APPROPRIATE RECOMMENDATIONS OF
THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON FRAUDULENT FINANCIAL
REPORTING

Why strategic thrust is important
Sound
financial reporting is a major objective which the
profession can help encourage. In part, the profession can be
diligent in ensuring that its public obligation is fulfilled by
working with other organizations to reduce the incidence of
fraudulent financial reporting. Consequently, public confidence
in corporate management and the practice of accountancy will be
enhanced.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA
Planning and Research Division
o

AICPA Trend Monitoring System /Issues Management Efforts - A
Trend Monitoring System has been operationalized. With the
input of consultants, an internal mechanism within the
Institute has been established to scan abstracts and analyze
publications in order to identify any emerging issues and
trends which have possible impact on the profession.
________________Committee
is charged with the responsibility
Future Issues
of identifying future issues which will have an impact on
the AICPA and the profession so that both the opportunities
and threats may be proactively addressed.

o

Communications Program of Future Issues Committee - The
goals of this program are: to encourage members to recognize
the importance of issues management, to obtain input from
members on those future issues which they believe merit
attention; to inform members of the activities of the Future
Issues Committee; and to develop a dialogue with the state
CPA societies.
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o

Special Research Studies - Completed as needs arise.

o

Strategic Planning
for the Institute
objectives.

Process - Develops a five-year game plan
to pursue in order to accomplish its

EDP Research and Technology Subcommittee
o

This Subcommittee has been charged to study and report on
EDP
and Communications Technology with respect to its
effects on membership. A report was presented to the Board
of Directors in July, 1985. The report considered potential
issues and their possible impact on the profession.

Implementation Committee on Treadway Recommendations
Legal Liability Committee
Audit Program Generator
plan effective audits.

-

A sophisticated system to help CPAs
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PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS/STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
Development of strategic planning assumptions is one of the most
critical and yet most difficult parts of the strategic planning
process.
In effect, the strategic planning assumptions of the
AICPA represent the Committee’s view of what can be anticipated
in the future.
To be more concrete, the following strategic
planning assumptions are what the Committee sees as the issues
and
trends which will be particularly significant to the
Institute and the profession over the next five years. Only
after
the Committee developed these assumptions, could it
develop strategies to address the future.
The 90 separate strategic planning assumptions which comprise
our view of the future are organized in the same order they are
presented in the Summary of Planning Assumptions on page 5.
Included with each planning assumption is detailed information
which presents the connection between the planning assumptions
and strategic directions. We have included for each assumption
a brief description of the basis upon which the Committee
conceived the assumption, some of the implications which the
assumption holds for the Institute and the profession, current
activities which address the assumption, and the strategic
directions recommended as potential responses to the assumption.
Immediately following these accounting-specific assumptions are
the global planning assumptions developed with the assistance of
futurists.
The planning assumptions are dynamic in nature. Changes are
continually occurring both within the profession and the rest of
society.
As information becomes available, some assumptions
will be modified, others eliminated, and new ones added.
The assumptions are based on the perspective of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The perspectives of
individual segments of the profession may result in somewhat
different assumptions.
However, the Committee believes that
these assumptions represent the most likely future scenario.
While many of these assumptions relate to public practice, there
is no intention to focus on that segment of the membership to
the exclusion of others.
The Committee’s recommendations are
intended to be applicable to all segments of the membership.
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o

o

o

o

As computers
improve, users will
have access to
greater information.

1. Technology will
create more timely
access to more
information.

-

More capital
required b y firms
and comp a n ies.
Decreased need for
entry level staff
with few technical
skills (i .e ., BS
degree).
Firm expertise
must be maintained
to exceed the
expertise of
clients in this
area.
Information
overload could
lead to greater
need for CPAs to
analyze data.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
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-

o

EDP Research and Technology
Subcomm i t t e e - charged to
study and report EDP and
com m unic ations technology
with respect to its effects
on membership.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

TECHNOLOGY

Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #1 o Appoint a special committee to study
members' technological needs and
r e c o m mend programs to meet those needs.

STR
A TEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o
o
o

o

Developments in
computer technology
are significantly
increasing
capabilities while
reducing costs.

2. W ithin 10 years,
everyone will have
access to greatly
expanded computing
power and
communications
technology.

-

Needed to
sensitize members
to the
opportunity
to upgrade their
practices.
High CPE impact.
User groups grow,
AICPA services in
c o mputer area,
Training (CPE) of
those in industry
to use
micro-computers
in
financial
manageme n t .
More clients will
directly access
data without
support of CPA.
More companies
will have on-line
information.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
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o

o

o

Software Evaluation Systems A service provided by the MIS
Division in which various
software directories and
other sources are used to
locate specific software to
meet m e m b e r s ' n e e d s .
EDP Research and Technology
Subcommittee - charged to
study and report on EDP and
communications technology
with respect to its effects
on membership.
EDP Survey - A periodic
survey of all practice units
designed to assess their
current hardware and software
usage.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #3 o Develop programs to analyze products and
services including audit, tax, personal
financial pla nning, etc.

Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #2 o Continue the developm e n t of practice aids
in the form of software.

Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #1 o Appoint a special co m m ittee to study
m e m b e r s ' technological needs and
recommend programs to meet those needs.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

Expert systems are
already being
developed by
financial service
organizations and
o t hers.

3. Expert systems
will be used to
accomplish tasks.
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Possible uses in
industry
Cash management
Currency excha nge
protection
Futures
protection
and h e d g i n g .
Impact on capital
needs, on types
of people
hired/retrained,
on training/
retraining
needs, on services
offered.
N eed for AICPA or
other
organizations to
make expert
systems available
to smaller fi r m s .
Smaller firms
banding together
to make
Investment.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
o

EDP Research and Technology
Subcommittee - charged to
study and report on EDP and
c o m munications technology
with respect to its effects
on membership.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #1 o Appoint a special committee to study
members' technological needs and
r e c o mm e n d p rograms to meet those needs.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

Need for people
capable of dealing
with computer,
commu ni ca t i o n s , and
other technologies
without lengthy
training periods.

4. Technology will
have an impact on
the knowledge and
skills of personnel
needed by CPAs.
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Entry will be at
higher level, and
thus, those
planning careers
in accounting will
need to be better
prepared (so they
a re able to b e
productive when
hired).
More mid-level
people, perhaps
from industry,
must b e recruited
b y CPA firms.
More training
req u ired.

IMPLICATIO NS

BASIS

A SSUMPTION

o

o
o

o
o

ACTIVITIES

Micro-computer conference,
CPE group seminars - address
various aspects of
m e m b e r s ' careers
Self-study programs,
National Personal Computer
Program.
EDP Research and Technology
Subc
o m mittee - charged to
study and report on EDP and
com m unicatio n s technology
with respect to its effects
on m embership.

CURREN
T

Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #1 o Appoint a special committee to study
members' technological needs a nd
recommend programs to meet those needs.
Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #2 o Continue the developm e n t of practice aids
in the form of software.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION S

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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o

Software Evaluation Systems A service provided b y M IS
Division in which various
software directories and
other services are used to
locate specific soft
w are to
meet mem b e r s ' ne e d s .
EDP Survey - A periodic
survey of all practice units
designed to assess their
current hardware and software
usa g e .

o

o

Necessity to acquire
computer hardware
and software, to
develop/purchase
artificial
intelligence
systems, to make
extensive invest
m ents
in training.

5. Firms will
become more capital
intensive.

Need for
hardware/software
evaluation.
Need for a buying
service for
economies of
scale.
Need for some kind
of financing
v e hicle.
Institute's role
in dev elo pment of
expert systems.
- Membership
section?
- Computing user
group?
Pressure on
Institute to be a
leader in pooling
resources.
More difficult to
start a practice.
Likely change in
organizational
structure of
firms.
Possibly more
interprofessional
cooperation.
Acquistion of CPA
firms by others to
provide needed
capital.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #1 o Appoint a special committee to study
members' technological needs and
r e c o mmend programs to meet those needs.
Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #2 o Continue the develop m ent of practice aids
in the form of softwa re.
Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #3 o Develop programs to analyze products and
services including audit, tax, personal
financial planning, etc.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

6. Ma ny smaller
firms will
increas ingly
specialize a nd
practice within
narrow areas,
d epending o n their
size and the
b a ckground, training
and inclinations of
their personnel.
o
o

AICPA.

Examination for Specialists.

o

o
o

Firms whose capital
and personnel
resources are
necessarily limited
cannot offer all
services t o all
types of clients.
Al s o , there are more
Smalle r practice
units that a re
already specializing
or limiting their
practice.

Specialization.
C PE - More niche
c o urses.
Ccmpetition.
Sub-organizations
or sections within

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #6 o Communicate the needs and benefits of
specialization to all m embers.
Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #7 o Increase emphasis on and av ailability of
programs to accredit specialists thereby
enhancing CPA value.

STR A TEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o
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MAP M em ber inquries - Service
that responds to mem bers'
questions about aspects of
managing a practice.

o

o

Smaller firms will
seek the aid of
other CPAs and
non-CPAs to fill
clients' needs in a
more competitive
mark e t . Networking
also will involve
staff exchange to
handle peak period
work.

7. Networking among
firms will increase.

AICPA can provide
means of
facilitating
networking
process.
CPA and non-CPA
referral bureaus
will increase.
Adherence to
professional
standards and
ethics could
decrease as there
will be less
control over
"borrowed" staff.
Client loyalty to
smaller firms will
decrease as the
firms' identities
are b l u r r e d .
More CPAs will
enter the
temp o r a r y or
contingent
workforce.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #5 o Develop a network alonq industry lines
(ie., would include a cross section of
internal auditors, mana
g ement accountants,
etc.)

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o
o
o

As technology is
used by larger firms
to meet the needs of
s mall business,
small firms will
need to have access.

8.
Small firms and
small companies in
certain industries
will need to acquire
access to
technological
developm e n t s to
remain competitive.
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Capital n e e d s .
Training n e e d s .
Pooled purchasing.

IMPLICATION S

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

o

o

EDP Research and
Technology Subcommittee charged to study and report
EDP and communications
technology with resp ect
to its effects on membership,
Software Evaluation Systems a service provided by the MIS
Division in which vario u s
software directories and
other sources are used to
locate specific software to
meet m emb e r s ’ needs.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #1 o Appoint a special co mmittee to study
members' technological needs and
recomm mend programs to meet those need s .
Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #2 o Continue the d e v e l o p ment of practice aids
in the form of software.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIO N S

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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o

Members in the practice of
public accounting will be
required to complete a
minimum of 120 hours of CPE
over a three-year period.
Members wh o are not in public
practice will be required to
complete 90 hours of CPE over
a three-year period.
Minimum admission provision
that would require those
entering the profession after
the year 2000 to have
completed 150 hours of
academic education
including a baccalaureate
degree.

o

o

The expanding scop e
of services and use
of technology will
create a need for
more experienced
peo p le who probably
will not be partners
and far less brand
new people.

9. There will be a
need for more
experienced and
better trained
personnel.

More job mobility
and career
switching.
Greater emphasis
on internal
training progr a m s .
Average salaries
will be h i g h e r .
Traditional
recruiting at
college-level will
be less important
as more recruiting
goes for
specialized
positions.
More hiring from
graduate schools.
Increased need for
accreditation of
accounting
p rograms.
Firms and
companies will
likely concentrate
recruiting in
fewer schools
(proven schools).
More reliance on
graduate school
admission
requirement to do
the screening.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #5 -.(The Profession)
o Encourage the development of innovative
paths to make careers in accounting
attractive.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

The expanding sco pe
of services and use
of technology will
create a need for
more ex perienced
people who probably
will not b e partners
and fewer
entry-level
personnel, resulting
in a change from a
pyramid shape.

10. The structure
of CPA firms will
move from a pyramid
shape.
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Impact on AICPA
membership,
Will attract more
from industry to
public practice in
their m id-career.
Weed to hire
better educated
people (higher
percentage of new
entrants will have
graduate degrees).

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #5 - (The Profession)
o Encourage the develo p m ent of innovative
paths to m ake careers in accounting
attractive.

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #1 o Provide guidance on how accounting firms
m ay b e structured to accommodate new
services and develop a vehicle for
promptly resolving practice p r oblems.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

BASIS

Increasing need to
complement the
abilities of CPAs in
the firm with
specialized skills
in, for example,
comp u t e r s and
certain advisory
services.

A greater reliance
on people with
specialized skills
creates a need to
consider some
permanent executive
category for people
who will not become
p ar t n e r s .

ASSUMPTION

11.
More non-CPAs
will become
associated with CPA
firms.

12.
There will be
greater pressure to
eliminate the
up-or-out concept.
o

o
o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

Changes in
organizational
structure of
firms.
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Possible change in
membership
requirements.
Possibility of
moving more
aggressively into
membership
divisions of
various typ e s .
Lower commitment
to the profession.
Diminution in
importance of CPA
designation.
N eed for partner
equivalents.
Divisiveness.
Big firm vs.
little firm issue.
Recruiting issues.
Need by firms to
reevaluate whether
the partnership
structure should
be eliminated and
replaced by the
corporate form of
organization.

IMPLICATIONS
CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #5 - (The Profession)
o Encourage the development of innovative
paths to make careers in accounting
attractive.

Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #13 - (The Institute)
o Develop a program to target non-member
CPAs working in CPA firms, industry,
education, and government.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #14 - (The Institute)
o Enhance membership recruitment efforts at
staff level of organizations.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o
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o

o

o

Minimum admission provision
r equ
ires those entering the
Institute after the year 2000
to have comp l e t e d 150 hours
of academic education
including a baccalaureate
degree.
Postbaccalaureate Education
Requirement Committee Authorized b y the Board of
Directors to help implement
legislative enactment of the
postbaccalaureate requirement
for entry into the
profession.
National Curriculum: A
Pathway to Excellence - a
training guide designed to
assist CPAs in course
selection and to provide a
basic checklist and reference
tool for training directors,
program planners, and course
develope r s .
Relations with the A m erican
Assemb l y of Collegiate
Schools of Business, the body
which accredits accounting
programs at colleges and
universities.

o

o

Advanced technology,
a greater degree of
internationalization,
and more involved
financial and
business
arrangements are
m a k ing the arenas in
which CPAs operate
much more complex.
Higher skill levels
will be required to
attain a basic level
of comp e t e n c e .

13. CPAs will not
be able to acquire a
necessary entry
level education from
a baccalaureate
degree.

Additional
education.
"Bridge training"
(training for
entry staff).
Problem of
declining q uality.
CPA exam must
adequately test
current knowledge
requirement.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #6/Str. Dir, #2 o Determine ways to exert influence on the
education process.
Thrust #6/Str. Dir. #3 o Work to p r omote the availability of
sufficient quality accounting programs to
meet the needs of the profession.
Thrust #6/Str. Dir. #6 o Work to alleviate the shortage of Phds in
the profession.
Thrust #6/Str. Dir. #8 o Work to strengthen accounting
accreditation and increase the number of
accredited programs.
Thrust #6/Str. Dir. #9 o Encourage educators and educational
institutions to be more responsive to the
needs of accountancy on a timely basis.
Thrust #6/Str. Dir. # 10 o Encourage educational institutions to
revise their reward system so as to
encourage accounting educators to
interact with the profession and to be
active in the AICPA and state CPA
organiza t i o n s .
Thrust #6/Str. Dir. *11 o Working with state CPA societies,
encourage the development of professional
advisory boards for colleges and
universities.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

BASIS

Technology enables
the auditor to test
more extensively and
to apply analytical
procedures more
effectively.
Moreover, expert
systems will m ake
available to all
audit personnel the
knowledge and
experience of
experts on a
continual basis.

The increasing
computerization of
business and the
related need for
greater use of the
computer in the
conduct of audits.

ASSUMPTION

14.
Technology will
have a tremendous
impact on how audits
are performed and
when.

15.
Firms will
provide more
training to staff,
clients, and others
- particularly in
the area of
technology.
o

o

o

o

o
o

o

MAP and CPE
implications.
Impact on
profitability.
Expanding scope of
services.

D e velopment of
appropriate
standards.
CPE
Need for
development of
more sophisticated
auditing
techniques.
More companies
will have on-line
information.

IMPLICATIONS
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o

o

CPA Client Bulletin

EDP Research and Technology
Subcommittee - charged to
study and report on EDP and
communications technology
with respect to its effects
on membership.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #8 o Provide educational programs intended for
presentation by CPAs to their clients.

Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #1 o Appoint a special com mittee to study
members' technological needs and
recommend programs to meet those needs.
Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #2 o Continue the development of practice aids
in the form of software.
Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #3 o Develop programs to analyze products and
services, including audit, tax, personal
financial planning, etc.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

BASIS

Continuation of
current trend:
as
CPA firms expand
into areas beyond
the audit function,
they will encounter
new competitors who
also are providing
such services.

CPAs practice in an
environment that is
more competitive
than ever before.
This results from
the loss of
prohibitions against
advertising and
direct uninvited
solicitation.
In
addition, firms
increasingly are
offering services
also offered by
non-CPAs and are
having to compete in
the marketplace with
other providers who
are not bound by the
same professional
standards as CPAs.

ASSUMPTION

16. Firms will
experience increased
competition from
other CPAs and
non-CPAs.

17. There will
continue to be
pressure on the
profitability of CPA
firms.
o

o

o
o

o
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Inpact on q uality.
Smaller practice
units (boutique).
Loss of
membership for
Institute
Expansion into new
areas of
practice.
o

o

MAP Handbook - A three-volume
set covering a wide range of
topics related to managing an
accounting practice.
The
handbook includes, among
other things, checklists and
practice management aids
designed to assist members in
the management of an
accounting p ractice.
MAP Committee - The objective
of the committee is to help
firms improve the quality of
practice management.

MAP Committee - The objective
of the committee is to help
firms improve the quality of
practice management.

o

o

Pressure on AICPA
to "do something"
to moderate
competition.
Need to maintain
the license to
practice.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

COMPETITION

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #1 o Provide guidance on how accounting firms
may be structured to ac c o m modate new
services and develop a vehicle for
promptly resolving practice problems.
Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #5 o Study areas suitable for value billing
and advise members on the techniques for
implementing that approach.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #7 o Develop a prototype strategic planning
program for firms and state CPA
organizations.
Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #3 o Develop programs to anaylze products and
services including audit, tax, personal
financial planning, etc.

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #1 o Provide guidance on how accounting firms
may be structured to a c c o m modate new
services and develop a vehicle for
promptly resolving practice problems.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

Economics of
practice leads to
lower profitability
without such a
chan g e . Greater use
of compu ters will
reinforce need to
charge on basis
other than time,
e.g., could be
computer time
c ha r g e .

18.
CPAs will
charge for services
based on their value
and not simply
hours.

Pressure on
behavioral
standards.
Need to study
value billing.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
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CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #5 o Study areas suitable for value billing
and advise members on the techniques
for implementing that approach.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o

o

o
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o

o

MAP Committee - The objective
of the committee is to help
firms improve the quality of
practice management.
MAS Practice Aids - Provide
practitioners with
educational and reference
materials on the conduct of
various management advisory
services.
MAS Special Reports - Special
reports are technical
documents, other than
practice aids, published for
information purposes and
cover select MAS issues.

o

o

Washington critics
focus on large,
public companies.
Smaller companies
need CPAs as
cost-effective
source of non-audit
services.
Audit
increasingly less
profitable; all
firms seeking to
enter new lines of
business.

19.
Scope of
services will
continue to expand.

Opportunity for
the Institute to
unite-expanded
scope of services
important to all
segments.
Opportunity for
Institute to offer
more products and
services.
Pressure on Rules
of C o nduct.
Pressure on
regulatory
authorities and
state boards who
regulate the
practice of public
accounting.
Specialization
will increase.
AICPA will need to
develop guidelines
for independence
and objectivity in
new a r e a s .
Need more
specialized CPAs.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #1 o Provide guidance on how accounting firms
may be structured to accommodate new
services and develop a vehicle for
promp t l y resolving practice proble m s.
Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #2 o Monitor new types of activities and
provide timely practice aids and CPE.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o

o
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o

o

MAP Comm i t t e e - The objective
of the committee is to help
firms improve the quality of
practice management.
MAS Practice Aids - Provide
practitioners with
educational and reference
materials on the conduct of
various management advisory
services.
MAS Special Reports - Special
reports are technical
documents, other than
practice aids, published for
informational purposes and
cover select MAS issues.

o

o

Market forces
provide evidence of
a greater need for a
broad range of
services which CPAs
by education,
experience, and
ethical standards
are uniquely
qualified to render.

20.
The trend
towards a greater
range of
non-accounting and
non-auditing
services will
continue.

Need for AICPA
reorganization to
meet diverse
needs:
-Structure for
auditing
standards
-Divisionaliza
tion
-Specialization.
Need to deal with
profession's
"identity crises"
(auditor vs.
consultant vs.
some
other professional
title) and all
those
implications.
Creates problems
with legislature.
Loss of
independence
(perception).
Government
regulation
possible.
Harder for CPA to
be "general
practitioner".

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #1 o Provide guidance on how accounting firms
may be structured to accommodate new
services and develop a vehicle for
promptly resolving practice problems.
Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #2 o Monitor new types of activities and
provide timely practice aids and CPE.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

Larger accounting
firms will establish
new offices in
smaller cities
bringing therefore
increased
com p etition to
smaller firms.

22.
Smaller firms
will experience
increased
competition from
larger firms.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Corporat ions e .g .,
Sears, have already
entered into
financial services
markets.
Accounting
firms have large MAS
departments that
will appear
attractive to
others.

21. Large
corporations will
provide overlapping
services and could
associate with a
major CPA firm or
vice versa.

Staff shortages
may result in
these new o f fices.
New marketing and
advertising
techniques will
emerge to appeal
to smaller
businesses.
Increased reliance
on electronic
communications
among offices of
large firms.
New alliances will
develop among
smaller firms; one
result will be
increased pressure
on the AICPA to
address their
particular needs.

Perceived decline
in professionalism
and e t hics.
Question of
regulating
corporate
owners/associates.
Increased
confusion on the
part of the public
over what CPAs
really do.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

The MAP Committee has
appointed task forces on
services for small and large
firms.

Press Relations and Publicity
Activities.
Institute Advertising
Activities.
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o

o

o

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #7/Str. Dir. # 1 o Gather and study information on members'
needs and develop appropriate programs to
fulfill those needs.

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #4 o Develop new and creative programs to
inform the public about the scope,
nature, and limitations of CPA services,
thereby combatting the mis - perception
that non-audit services per se impair
objectivity and independence.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

Firms with heavy
audit practices may
continue to grow in
size, serve clients,
and compete with
other large firms.
Local firms that
prosper will service
market niches where
large size is not a
factor.

23.
The differences
between firms in
terms of size,
nature of practices,
and practice areas
will continue to
grow.

Organizational and
structural impact
on firms and
AICPA.
Communications
impact.
Cohesiveness of
profession.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
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o

o

o

o

Advisory Group B a forum of mid-size firms for
discussion of issues
pertinent to their practices
as well as a means of
providing input to existing
committees and b o a r d s .
Local Practitioners seminars
- Provide an opportunity for
AICPA and state society
members from local CPA firms
to meet with the AICPA
president to discuss issues
of importance to members and
enable AICPA and state
societies to better
understand the needs and
problems of their members.
MAP services for local
practitioners - apprises
members of AICPA services and
programs for local
practitioners.
The MAP Committee has
ap pointed task forces on
services for small and large
firms.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #1
o Provide guidance on how accounting firms
may b e structured to accomm o d a t e new
services and develop a vehicle for
promptly resolving practice problems.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIO N S

BASIS

The structure of the
profession has
tended to move to
larger practice
u n i t s . With the
advent of
competition by
increasingly
commercial
standards, and with
numerous major firms
offering similar
services in the same
marketplace, the
economies of
bringing competing
units together by
merger to achieve
cost reduction and
impr o v e
profitability will
become so strong an
influence that
horizontal mergers
among big firms will
res ul t.

ASSUMPTION

24.
Consolidation
of larger practice
units will continue.

o

o

-
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More difficult for
AICPA to serve the
needs of all
members in public
practice.
Globalized
practices will
have needs that
transcend the
ability of
national
Institutes to
respond.

IMPLICATIONS
o

Assessment of Member Needs
Survey - A nationwide survey
of the institute membsership
conducted in October 1986.
The survey questioned members
on topics falling into four
major categories - importance
of membership, evaluation of
current and future services,
evaluation of the Institute's
performance and policies, and
the institute's mission and
objectives.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #7/ Str. Dir. #1 o Gather and study information on members
needs and develop appropriate programs to
fulfill those needs.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

In the face of
increased
competition from
CPAs and non-CPAs,
memb ers will seek
ways to more
effectively market
their areas of
specialty.
Acquiring and
displaying
designations and
certificates that
attest to competence
in a specialty will
be an important
element in that
competition.

26.
Members will
pursue programs that
will allow them to
be recognized as
specialists.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Continuation of
current tre n d . A
logical result of
increased complexity
and wider scope of
practice by CPAs.

25.
De facto
specialization will
accelerate.

Greater liability
attached to
specialists.
Fragmentation of
the profession.
CPE directed at
specialty are a s .
AICPA will become
provider of
specialty
designations.

-

Greater need for
specialty
education.
Need for specialty
designation.
More public
confusion about
CPA
qualifications.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
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o

o

Specialization Accreditation
Board.

Specialization Accreditation
Board.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #6 o C o m municate the needs and benefits of
specialization to all members.
Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #7 o Increase emphasis on and availability of
programs to accredit specialists, thereby
enhancing CPA value.

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #6 o Communicate the needs and benefits of
specialization to all members.
Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #7 o Increase emphasis on and availability of
programs to accredit specialists, thereby
enhancing CPA value.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o

o

Expanding scope of
services and the
increasing demand
for expertise which
those new services
demands requires
specialized "units”
within firms either acquired or
develop ed .

27.
Firms will have
separate groups
within their
structure for
separate functions.

-
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Increased demand
for
recognition/
accreditation of
specialties.
Increasing number
of non-CPAs in
firms.
Large firm
management will
move out of the
hands of technical
people.
Competition from
outside the
profession will
Increase.
The move to an
entrepreneurial
and
service-oriented
society will
create a larger
client base.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
o
o

Examinations for Specialists.
MAP Committee - The objective
of the com m i t t e e is to help
firms improve the quality of
practice management.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust # 1/Str. Dir. #1 o Provide guidance on how accounting firms
may be structured to accommodate new
services and develop a vehicle for
promptly resolving practice problems.
Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #2 o Monitor new types of activities and
provide timely practice aids and CPE.
Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #7 o Increase emphasis on and availability of
programs to accredit specialists thereby
enhancing CPA value.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o
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o

o

o

Delegation to Inter-American
Accounting Association
Delegation to International
Federation of Accountants
Delegation to International
Accounting Standards
Com m ittee
International Association of
Business Communications.

o

o

American businesses
will continue to
become more involved
with the
international
operations as the
global economy
gro w s . CPAs
providing services
to these
organizations will
have to expand their
expertise to cover
the international
a re n a .

28.
CPAs will have
greater involvement
with international
operations.

Need for
harmonization of
international
accounting and
auditing
standards.
Pressure for
reciprocity for
licensed services
among countries.
Harder for
regional firms to
service
international
clients.
More regional firm
international
associations.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #9 o Develop programs to assist members with
the international aspects of their
clients or employers' businesses.
Thrust #8/Str. Dir. #1 o Position the Institute as the leader of
the accounting profession in the eyes of
groups outside the profession, the
government, academe, the business
community in general, the public
and other dom e s t i c and international
organizations.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o
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o

o

o

o

National Governmental
Training Program .
Memb e r s in Government
Conference.
Federal Financial Management
- Contracting for Audit and
NAS with the Federal
Government.
Members in Government Survey
- Survey regarding needs and
overall evaluation of
services.
Implementation Monitoring on
the Quality of Audits of
governmental units to improve
the quality of such audits.

o

o

Efforts to reduce
the budget
notwithstanding
government continues
to grow and to need
assistance to assure
proper
accountability.
It
will, therefore,
look to the
profession for
needed service.

29.
There will be a
significant increase
in work CPAs perform
for governments.

Need to im p rove
quality in
government w o r k .
Government imp o s e d
standards.
Work closer with
government
standard setters.
Possible closer
relationship
between those in
industry and
public accounting
and those in
government to
increase
efficiency and
effectiveness of
government
operations.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #4 o Examine the organizational structure
in place to influence FASB and GASB
in the standard - setting process.
Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #3 o Im p lement recommendations of the Task
Force on the Quality of Audit of
Governmental Units to improve the q uality
of such audits.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #1 o Gather and study information on m e m bers'
needs and develop appropriate programs to
fulfill those needs.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #3 o Identify common interest areas and
develop programs to respond to comm o n
needs.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o

o

o

Education is
expected to replace
health care as the
number one industry
in this country.
Additionally, it is
also recognized that
continuing education
will become a more
im p o rtant
component. CPAs are
expected to become
more involved in
providing training
to the client firms.

30.
There will be
more members
involved in delivery
of education.
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More need for
education and
training services
by clients.
Increased thrust
of education and
training towards
those in industry.
Increased pressure
to accredit
pr oviders.
CPA firms will
have more
educators, may
create a separate
division.
CPE courses needed
on how to teach,
how to market
education courses.
There will be
increased emphasis
on international
practice.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

o

o

Members in Education Survey Survey regarding needs and
overall evaluations of
services.
Education Executive
Com m ittee.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #6/Str. Dir. #7 o Work to increase the number of
experienced CPAs teaching in the
classroom.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #1 o Gather and study information on m embers'
needs and develop appropriate programs to
fulfill those needs.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #3 o Identify com m on interest areas and
develop programs to respond to c o m mon
needs.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o

-
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o
o

Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #3
o Promote to the general public, business
leaders, government and the media o p inion
leaders a positive, professional image of
AICPA memb e r s serving the public
interest.
Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #4 o Prom o te the image for AICPA m embers in
public practice as the chief advisor to
organizations and individuals.
Thrust #4/Str. Dir. 15 o Publicize the public service activities
of AICPA m embers, including pro bono work
to c o m munity organizations and charities.

Press releases and publicity
activities.
AICPA news releases.
Communications assistance to
State Societies - provide
presentations on year-end and
financial planning radio
scripts, articles and
brochures.
Provide T.V.
public service announcements,
brochures, speeches and slide
presentations for local
distribution during tax
season to highlight CPAs
providing tax service.
Produce 52 Honey Managem ent
columns appearing weekly in
local newspapers, house
organs, and business
journals.

o

o

Insider trading,
bank failures, and
other recent
problems that have
been occurring have
caused the public
and government to
question the role of
the auditor— both
internal and
external.

31.
There will
continue to be
pressure on the
image of CPAs.

Need to build
com munications
effort to enhance
image.
Need for better
enforcement of
ethics and rules
of conduct.
Increased need for
uniformity in
state l a w s .
More advertising
to ex p lain to the
public the role of
CPAs.
More lobbying.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

ASSUMPTION

BASIS

IMPLICATIONS
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o

o

o

Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #8 o Publicize the profession's efforts and
achievements in self-regulation,
including the Code of Ethics, CPE
requirements and quality review.
Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #9 o Develop new and creative programs to
inform m embers, the public, regulators,
and legislators about the com m itment made
by AICPA members to quality, objectivity
and integrity whether they are in public
practice, industry, government or
education.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #9 - (The Profession)
o Develop a c o m m unications program to deal
with such things as adverse publicity,
litigation, stress and burnout.

o

Speeches - preparation of
public speeches for Institute
Chairman.
Public Relations special
projects - counsel and advise
Institute divisions and
committees in communications
and publicity on a continuing
basis.
Public Service Committee objective is to encourage
CPAs to participate in pubic
service activities, by
developing programs for the
AICPA, state societies, and
individual members to carry
out. The c o m mittee affords
national recognition to CPAs
honored b y their state
societies with Public Service
Awar d s .
Preparation and distribution
of public relations brochures
for use by members and state
societies to tell the public
more about the profession and
its services.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

ASSUMPTION

BASIS

IMPLICATIONS

-
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o

o

o

ACTIVITIES

Hometown News Releases
Program - Designed to
increase the p u b l i c ’s
awareness of accomplish m ents
and other developments
relating to CPAs and CPA
firms in their com m unity.
Public Service Radio and T.V.
productions - Radio spots
with a "tag-line" for each
state society are issued
several times a year.
State
societies can place the
announcem ent which can offer
financial and tax tips on
local T.V. and radio
stations.
Public Service Award Program
- ad m inistered b y the Public
Service C o m mittee, the
program is designed to
encourage CPAs to tak e part
in public service activities.

CURREN
T

Thrust #8/Str. Dir. #5 o Develop, imp l ement and publicize A ICPA
programs for p ro bono work and encourage
state C P A organizations, associations and
m embers to participate.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

BASIS

This would be simply
a continuation of
past criticism.

An advocacy service
necessarily implies
a lack of
independence.

ASSUMPTION

32. Expansion of
services on the part
of CPA firms will
bring adverse
criticism regarding
conflicts of
interest.

33.
Increased
advocacy services
will adversely
affect the public
perception of CPAs'
objectivity.
o

o

o

o

o
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Need for
monitoring
developments to
detect any imp a c t
on independence.
Need to address
independence and
ob
j ectivity.
o

o

o

Press Relations and
Publicity Activities.
Institute Advertising
Activities.

Press Relations and
Publicity Activities
Liaison with Congress,
Federal Departments, and
Agencies and Regulatory
Bodies.

o

o

Continued need for
strong Washington
effort.
Need for
additional public
relations effort.
Need for alertness
in ethical
standard setting
area.
Need for special
study group.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. # 4 o Develop new and creative programs
to inform the public about the sco pe,
nature and limitations of CPA services,
thereby combatting the misperception that
non-audit services per se impair
objectivity and independence.
Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #9 o Develop new and creative programs to
inform members, the public, regulators
and legislators, about the comm itm ent
made b y AICPA members to quality,
objectivity, and integrity whether they
are in public practice, industry,
government or education.

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. # 4 o Develop new and creative programs
to inform the public about the scope,
nature and limitations of CPA services,
thereby combatting the misperception that
non-audit services per se impair
objectivity and independence.
Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #9 o Develop new and creative programs to
inform members, the public, regulators
and legislators, about the commitment
made by AICPA members to quality,
objectivity, and integrity whether they
are in public practice, industry,
government or education.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

Polarization of
pr ofession.
Need for AICPA
reorganization to
meet diverse
needs.
o

Special Committee on AICPA
Governance and Structure - A
study of the Institute's
structure to assess if it is
adequate to meet the
Institute's objectives and
mission.

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #3 o Develo p programs to preserve and expand
the attest function.

The factors of
efficiency, risk,
specialization, and
competition.

35. Audit services
will likely be
concentrated within
a relatively fewer
number of firms.

o

o

o

o

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #4 o Develop new and creative programs to
inform the public about the scope, nature
and limitations of CPA services, thereby
c o mbatting the misperception that
non-audit services per se impair
objectivity and independence.
Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #9 o Develop new and creative programs to
inform members, the public, regulators,
and legislators about the comm itment made
by AICPA members to quality, obje c tivity
and integrity whether they are in public
practice, industry, government, or
education.

Press Relations and Publicity
Activities.

o

o

Expected
market-oriented
behavior.
Competition audit
becoming less
profitable.
CPA
firms entering new
lines of business
are citing their
independence, e t c .,
as their competitive
edge.

34.
CPA firms will
find it more
difficult to trade
on their reputation
for objectivity when
entering new lines
of business.

Possible erosion
of CPA credibility
because of
potential
conflicts of
interest.
Potential
substandard work
in unfamiliar
areas.
Pressure to
develop broader
rules of
professional
e thi c s .
Government
regulation
limiting areas of
expansion.
CPAs may seek to
expand attest
function to new
areas.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

o

o

o

o

o

The profession is
only now entering
the era of
unprecedented
competition and each
new venture tests
the outer limits of
ethical restraints.
Expansion of scope
of practice brings
on its own new
issues. These
developments will
continue in the near
and distant future.

36. Ethics issues
will accelerate.
Cry for more
"scalps".
Commission/
contingent fees
issue.
Possible loss
of me m b e r s .
Blurring of
the public
confidence.
Possible
legislation.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
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o

o

Code of Ethics including
rules, interpretations,
and rulings.
Ethics publications
program - articles on
specific
rules of conduct and informal
questions and answers
addressing specific ethics
questions are regularly
published in the Journal
and circulated to state
CPA societies for
publication in their
newsletters.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #8 o Publicize the Institute's
efforts and achievements in
self-regulation, including
the Code of Ethics, CPE
requirements, and quality
review.
Thrust #6/Str. Dir. #5 o Encourage organizations to
provide the academic comm
u nity
with case materials relative
to matters such as fraud, ethics,
quality control, professionalism,
etc.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o
o
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o

o

o

Code of Ethics including
rules, interpretations, and
rulings.
Ethics publications
program - articles on
specific rules of conduct and
informal questions and
answers addressing
specific ethics questions
are regularly published in
the Journal and circulated
to state CPA societies for
publication in their
newsl6tters.
Technical and Behavioral
Standards Committee regularly
conducts investigations of
members' conduct in terms
of consistency with the
Rules of Conduct. While
many investigations result
from formal complaints,
newspaper articles,
litigation notices, etc.
are also monitored.
Trial Board - Should
an ethics c o m mittee
determine that a number
comm i t t e d serious or repeated
violation of a Rule of
Conduct or failed to
cooperate with the committee,
a trial board judges the
merit of an investigation.
The Trial Board can
ultimately expel or suspend
membership.

o

o

The law has severely
limited the
organization's
ability to enforce
voluntarily adopted
ethics r u l e s . And
there is a general
loss of acceptance
that everything the
organization puts
forward is for the
best. Members are
more prone to
challenge— and to
set their own course
in their economic
self-interest.

37 . The Institute
will experience
difficulty in its
ability to influence
the ethical behavior
of its membe r s .

Inconsistent
quality of
practice by firms.
Loss of m e m b e r s .
Forces AICPA to
a "trade
association" r o l e .
Public percep
tion of
profession.
Potential for
greater conflict
of
interest among
government
agencies as
relates to the
accounting
profession.
Pressure to
increase entry
requirements.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #4 /Str. Dir. #8 o Publicize the Institute's
efforts and acheivements in
self-regulation, including
the Code of Ethics, CPE
requirements, and quality review.
Thrust M6/Str. Dir. #5 o Encourage organizations
to provide the academic
community with case materials
relative to matters such as
fraud, ethics, quality
control, professionalism, etc.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

ASSUMPTION

BASIS
IMPLICATIONS
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o

o

National Review Board - This
Board reviews Trial Board
findings with which the
member disagrees.
Also
should an ethics committee
fail to take action on a
complaint submitted by one
member against another, the
member has the right to have
his complaint submitted to
the National Review Board.
JEEP - This contractual
arrangement with the AICPA
and most state CPA societies
eliminates duplicative
investigations of the same
complaint.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES
STRATEGIC D IRECTIONS

CPAs recognize these
are basic attributes
of the CPA
profession and will
continue to adhere
because they are
demanded by the
public.

39. Baseline
behaviorial
standards — i .e .,
integrity,
objectivity,
competence — will
continue to be
respected by the
members.
o

o

o

o

FTC and other
government agencies
bringing pressure
for changes.
Competitive market
place also creates
pressure for change.

38. Under pressure
from the law, some
of the detailed
rules of behavioral
standards will be
eliminated or
substantially
reduced.

Continued public
confidence.
Need to maintain
ethical
restraints.

Pressure on the
attest function.
Tarnish public
image of CPAs.

IM PLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
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o

o

o

Press Relations and Publicity
Activities.
Institute's Advertising
Activities.

Technical and Behavioral
Standards Committee regularly
conducts investigations of
membe r s ' conduct in terms of
consistency with the Rules of
Co n d u c t . While many
investigations result from
formal complaints, newspaper
articles, litigation notices,
etc., are also monitored.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #4/St. Dir. #9 o Develop new and creative programs to
inform members, the public, regulators,
and legislators about the com m itment made
by AICPA members to quality,
objectivity, and integrity whether they
are in public practice, industry,
government or education.

Thrust #4/St. Dir. #9 o Develop new and creative programs to
inform members, the public, regulators,
and legislators about the commitment made
by AICPA members to quality, objectivity,
and integrity whether they are in public
practice, industry, government or
education.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

An economy that is
increasingly based
upon information
will need to develop
techniques to ensure
that data are
reliable.
With an
expected shortage of
labor there will
also be an emphasis
on productivity as
the pathway to
growth.
Reliable
productivity
measures will have
to be developed and
validated.

41.
The attest
function will expand
to cover compliance,
productivity,
internal controls,
and data bases.
o

o

o

o
o

o
o

Any change in the
law increases
reliance on
professionals.
Recent
"simplification" of
the tax laws will
enhance
opportunities for
service by CPAs.

40.
Complex changes
in tax legislation
will have an impact
on the practice and
operations of CPAs.
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Greater need for
standards.
Need to
accommodate
c h ange.
Increased
liability.

Need to ada p t .
Increased
resources for
Washington/
Coordination at
grass roots.
Education nee d s .
Expanded
membership in Tax
Division.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

Statement and interpretations
on attest services.

National Tax Education
Program
The Tax Adviser
Tax Division Newsletter
Statements on Tax Policy
Washington Tax Activities
Various Tax Subcommittees
IRS Technical Round Table
Relations with Bar

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

COMPLEXITY

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #3 o Develop programs to preserve and expand
the attest function.
Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #1 o Continue to support accounting standard
setting in the private sector.
Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #1 o Eventually bring all attest engagements
within the scope of quality review.

Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #8 o Be proactive on issues of importance to
the accounting profession as well as
major matters of public interest
falling within our area of expertise,
e . g . , Social Security, tax reform,
Federal financial management.
Thrust
#10/Str. Dir #3 o Develop programs to analyze products and
services, including audit, tax, personal
financial planning, etc.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o

o
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o

Task Force on Accounting
Standards Overload.
Efforts of Trend Monitoring
System.

o

o

CPAs will encounter
more and more
information in their
various functions.
Consequently, they
will have difficulty
in dealing with the
sheer volume of
information
available to them.
One reaction is
t h a t , rather than
attemp t to handle
it, they could
generally disregard
it.
As a result, a
great deal of
valuable information
which could be dealt
with may b e ignored
because of the
massive amount which
people receive.

42. As we continue
the transition from
a manufacturing
economy to a service
economy to an
information economy,
the profession will
experience increased
information
overload.

Will magnify
standards
overload
problem.
Dubious value to
term "expertise"
as volume of
information unread
in given field
increases.
CPAs can offer
information
management
services to
clients as CPAs in
industry move
into
information
management.
AICPA staff will
need increasing
education in
various fields.
Firms and
employers will
increasingly have
to address
enployees' stress
caused by
information
overload.
Attest services
will be
increasingly
difficult and
expensive due to
escalating volume
of information
which must be
considered.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #2 o Develop an aggressive program designed to
enhance the relevancy, reliability, and
cost-effectiveness of financial
reporting.
Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #3 o Continue to work with the FASB to
mitigate the imp a c t of Standards
Overload.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

ASSUMPTION

BASIS

o

o
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Increased
liability and
litigation due to
failure to
identify right
information or
reliance on
faulty
information.
New accounting
systems, even
perhaps a new
language, will be
needed to address
the value of
information.

IMPLICATIONS

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o
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Increased
liability.
Greater demands on
self-regulation
process.
Major education
process needed
with mem bers.
Narrowing of the
expectation gap.
o

The Treadway
C o m mission
re c o m mended steps to
be taken by all
those involved with
the financial
reporting process in
recognition of the
varying
responsibilities of
all concerned. The
C o m mission's
recommendations will
form a basis for
expansion of
responsibilities.

44. CPAs, whether
in public practice
or industry, will
assume greater
responsibility for
fraud prevention and
detection.

o

o

Implementation C o m mittee on
Treadway recommendations.

Im p lementation C o m mittee on
Treadway recommendations.

o

o

Congress and the
public will expect
profession to
prevent future
financial scandals.

43.
There will be
continued pressure
for the Institute
and the profession
to take on "watchdog
roles" in their
professional
activities.

Unwillingness of
members to assume
watchdog
responsibilities.
Increased
liability
probl e m s .
Possible animosity
with clients.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #12 o Work to implement appropriate
recommendations of the National
C o m mission on fraudulent financial
reporting.

Thrust #8/Str. Dir. #3 o Take positions on issues of interest to
the profession and matters of public
interest falling within our areas of
expertise and publicize these positions.
Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #4 o Be prepared on a continuing basis for
congressional hearings.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

BASIS

Even with the
massive effort
currently under-way
in ASB exposures,
zero failure cannot
be achieved, and the
gap (of whatever
size) will continue
(even though it can
be narrowed).

The trend of the
times is for greater
challenge to
institutions of all
sizes. And with that
challenge and
skepticism comes the
call for greater
accountability.

ASSUMPTION

45. Expectation gap
will continue.

46.
The public will
continue to demand
greater
accountability on
the part of CPA
firms.
o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

o
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The need for
better understood
standards and
enforcement.
Peer review
strengthened
Greater pressure
on state boards to
do appropriate
job.

Need for more
education of
public.
Need to continue
to improve
standards.
More litigation.
Danger of losing
credibility.
Danger of more
government
regulation.
Danger that AICPA
will loss power
and credibility
and resulting loss
of membership.
Loss of standard
setting.

IMPLICATIONS

o
o
o

o

o

PCPS Peer R e v i e w .
SECPS Peer R e v i e w .
Quality Review Program.

Press Relations and Publicity
Activities.
Institute Advertising
Activities.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #1 o Eventually bring all attest engagements
within the scope of Quality Review.
Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #2 o Develop voluntary Quality Review programs
for non-attest services.
Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #3 o
Implement recommendations of the Task
Force on the Quality of Audits of
Governmental units to improve the quality
of such audits.
Thrust #11/Str. Dir. #1 o Encourage members to participate at the
highest level of quality in an effort to
reduce sub-standard practice.

Thrust #11/Str. Dir. #4 o Develop a communications program to
narrow the expectation gap.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

-
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o

o

o

Code of Ethics including
rules, interpretations, and
rulings.
Ethics publications program articles on specific rules of
conduct and informal
questions and answers
addressing specific ethics
questions are regularly
published in the Journal and
circulated to state CPA
societies for publication in
their newsletters.
Technical and Behavioral
Standards Committee regularly
conducts investigations of
members' conduct in terms
of consistency with the
Rules of Conduct. While
many investigations result
from formal complaints,
newspaper articles,
litigation notices, etc.
are also monitored.
Trial Board - Should an
ethics committee determine
that a member committed a
serious or repeated
violation of a Rule of
Conduct or failed to
cooperate with the committee,
a trial board judges the
merit of an investigation.
The Trial Board can
ultimately expel or suspend
membership.

o

o

AICPA may well be
all that stands
between
self-regulation and
total governmental
regulation. Other
trade organizations
can offer insurance
programs and gold
cards. Only AICPA
can offer effective
self-regulation at
this time.

47. Providing
standards of
professional conduct
and performance and
narrowing the
expectation gap will
continue to be one
of the Institute's
most important
roles.

Need to continue
to direct
resources to this
end.
Need to expand
standards to cover
those not in
public practice.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #11/Str. Dir. #4 o Develop a communications program to
narrow the expectation gap.

STR
A TEGIC DIRECTIONS

ASSUMPTION

BASIS

IMPLICATIONS

-
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o

o

National Review Board - This
body reviews Trial Board
findings with which the
mem ber disagrees.
Also,
should an ethics c o m mittee
fail to take action on a
complaint submitted by one
member against another, the
member has the right to have
his complaint submitted to
the National Review Board.
JEEP - This contractual
arrangement with the AICPA
and most state CPA societies
eliminates duplicative
investigations of the same
complaint.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

Negative press on
alleged audit
failures and
substandard work by
the profession and
Congress' perception
that the profession
has been ineffective
in self-regulation.

48.
The Congress
will continue to
question the
profession's ability
to improve the
quality of its work.

-

Increased
oversight.
Continued media
attention.
Possible adverse
legislation.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
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o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Member firms in the Division
for CPA firms ensures that
all professionals, including
non-CPAs, must average 40
hours of CPE per y e a r .
SECPS and PCPS (including
Quality Review Division) through Peer Review and CPE
requirement.
SECPS on audits of entities
with significant public
interest requires certain
other steps to enhance
quality, including concurring
pre-issuance review, audit
rotation, and specific
communications with Audit
Committee.
Consulting Review Program helps firms prepare for Peer
Rev i e w s .
Quality Control Document
Program - through which firms
may submit draft quality
control document for review.
SECPS Special Investigations
Committee considers the
professional standards of
quality control Implications
presented b y allegations of
audit fa ilu re and identifies
corrective measures, if any,
that should be taken by
individual member firms.
Quality Review Program Members in public practice
required to participate in a
quality review program or in
the peer review programs of
the Division for CPA firms.
Implementation Committee on
Treadway Recommendations.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #1 o Eventually bring all attest
engagements within the scope of quality
review.
Thrust #3/Str. Dir. 2 o Develop voluntary quality review programs
for non-attest services.
Thrust #3/Str. Dir. 3 o Implement recommendations of the Task
Force on the Quality of Audits of
Governmental Units to improve the quality
of such audits.
Thrust #9/St. Dir. #4 o Be prepared on a continuing basis for
Congressional hearings.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o
o

Greater demand for
accounting which
will be expressed
through greater
state and federal
regulation.

49.
Federal and
state regulation and
legislation will be
increasingly
important to CPAs.
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Pressure on A I C P A .
Pressure on state
boards.
Improved quality
of practice.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

o

Legislative and Regulatory
activities of the Federal
Government Relations
Division.
Liaison with Congress,
Federal Departments and
Agencies and Regulatory
Bodies.
Federal Government Committees
and Subcommittees.
Washington Conferences Enable Institute
representatives to meet with
individuals from government
regulatory bodies and other
organizations.
Key person Conference.
Congressional/State Society
Breakfast.
Digest of Washington Issues
Report.
Symposium on federal
financial management reform,
Monthly breakfast meeting
with m e mbers of Congress.
Members in Government Survey
- survey of members in
government regarding their
needs and overall evaluation
of programs and services.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #1 o Provides high priority to Federal and
state governmental affairs.
Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #2 o Expand the Institute's efforts at
coalition building.
Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #3 o Develop appropriate action programs to
more effectively build and use our PAC
and coalitions.
Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #5 o Encourage more CPAs to seek high elective
and appointed government office.
Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #6 o Work with, and through, the Congress, the
Treasury Department, and Internal Revenue
Service to improve the tax system.
Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #7 o Assist members to understand and adjust
to the changing political environment.
Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #8 o Be proactive on issues of importance to
the accounting profession as well as
major matters of public interest falling
within our areas of expertise (e.g.,
Social Security, tax reform, federal
financial management).
Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #9 o Support and assist the state societies in
their legislative and regulatory efforts.
Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #10 o Encourage the profession to speak with
one voice before legislative and
regulatory bodies.

STR
A TEGIC DIRECTIONS

State Boards have
never been as
effective as they
might be in
regulating the
profession, in part
because of lack of
funds.

51.
State Boards
will continue to be
under pressure to
regulate more
effectively and
consequently,
regulations will be
even m ore uneven and
diverse than in the
past.
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

The Dingell and
Brooks hearings have
identified very
clearly the need for
improvement in the
expansion of
standards and the
machinery for
monitoring
compliance with
them.
Appropriate
responsive steps are
planned and
underway. The
profession will, as
it has in the past,
respond to
criticism.

50.
There will be
demands for greater
regulation of CPAs.

-

Federal government
may take o v e r .
Inconsistent
regulation.
Emphasis on
national
certificate.
Possible erosion
of image.

More pressure on
AICPA to make
self-regulation
process w o r k .
More time spent in
Washington, DC.
Increased pressure
on state boards.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
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“

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Consultation with State
Boards - to keep the AICPA
current on the various
positions taken by state
boards, to identify those
areas in which a board's
position may conflict with
that of the Institute, and
to achieve as much uniformity
as possible,
AICPA - NASBA Legislative
Liaision Task Force - Holds
conference every other year
on specific licensing
problems with the ultimate
goal of :seeking uniformity.

Legislative and Regulatory
activities of the Federal
Government Relations
Division.
Liaison with Congress,
Federal Departments and
agencies, and Regulatory
Bodies.
Federal Government Committees
and Subcom m ittees.
Various State Legislation
Co m m ittee/Task Forces.
Washington Conference enable Institute
representatives to meet with
individuals from government
regulatory bodies and other
organizations.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #9 o Support and assist the state societies in
their legislative and regulatory efforts.
Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #10 o Encourage the profession to speak with
one voice before legislative and
regulatory audiences.

Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #1 o Provide high priority to Federal and
State governmental affairs.
Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #4 o Be prepared on a continu
ing basis for
congressional hearings.
Thrust #9 / S t r . Dir. #8 o Be proactive on issues of importance to
the accounting profession as well as
major matters of public interest falling
within our areas of expertise (e.g.,
Social Security, tax reform, federal
financial management)

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

ASSUMPTION

BASIS

IMPLICATIONS
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o

Computer assistance
information services Provides assistance to state
societies in terms of
researching legislative
issues; drafting
legistative amendments;
developing legislative
strategies and policy
papers; and consultation
services on issues pertinent
to a particular state.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

-
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o

o

o

o

o

o

Member firms in the Division
for CPA firms ensures that
all professionals, including
non-CPAs, must average 40
hours of CPE per year.
SECPS and PCPS (including
Quality Review Division) through Peer Review and CPE
requirement.
SECPS on audits of entities
with significant public
interest requires certain
other steps to enhance
quality, including concurring
pre-issuance review, audit
rotation and specific
communication with Audit
committee.
Consulting Review Program helps firms prepare for Peer
Review.
Quality control Document
Program - through which firms
may submit draft quality
control document for review.
SECPS Special Investigations
Co m mittee considers the
professional standards on
quality control implications
presented by allegations of
audit failure and identifies
corrective measures, if any,
that should h e taken by
individual number firms.
Quality Review P r o g r a m Members in p u b lic practice
required to participate in a
quality review program or in
the peer review programs of
the Division for CPA firms.

o

o

Studies by the GAO
and inspectors
general of work done
by CPAs for
government grant
audits demonstrate
that firms that are
members of the
division for CPA
firms and thus
subject to CPE and
periodic peer review
deviate f r o m
standards far less
frequently than
those not subject to
review.

52.
Peer review and
CPE will continue to
be sources for
maintaining the
quality of practice.

Need to expand CPE
and peer revi e w .
Expansion of peer
review to
non-attest areas.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #1 o Eventually bring all attest engagements
within the scope of quality review.
Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #2 o Develop voluntary quality review programs
for non-attest services.
Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #3 o
Implement recommendations of the Task
Force on the Quality of Audits of
Governmental Units to impr o v e the quality
of such audits.

STRATEGIC ACTIVITIES

While the profession
has always supported
self-regulation, the
Institute is not a
sanctioning
organization. As it
mounts comprehensive
programs of
im rovement through
education and
rehabilitation, the
need for sanctions
is now less
necessary than ever.
If its present
programs bear fruit,
sanctions will be
less and less
necessary.

54.
Although the
profession will make
progress in its
sanctioning process,
that process will
continue to be
subject to
criticism.
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

It is recognized
that the government
will get involved in
standard-setting
when there is a
public interest
concern such as the
GAAP/RAP issue, but
there is no basis
for believing that a
significant shift
will occur.

53. It is unlikely
that there will be a
shift to Government
in the
standard-setting
function.
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Pressure by
o t hers.
Continuing demand
for greater
openness.
Profession's
credibility could
suffer.
Possible
legislation to
take sanctioning
process outside
profession.

Continued
accounting
standard-setting
by FASB.
Continued audit
standard-setting
by ASB.
Need to
continually
reevaluate and
improve
standard-setting
process.
Need to eliminate
expectation gap.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

o

o

o
o

Special Committee on AICPA
Governance and Structure Study of the Institute's
structure to assess if it is
adequate to meet the
Institute's objectives and
mission.

Comment letters to FASB.
Practice Bulletins Disseminate A c S E C 's views on
narrow financial accounting
and reporting problems that
have not been and are not
being considered by the FASB
or GASB.
Letters of Comment on
Documents - issued for
comment by the FASB, GASB,
SEC, and others.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #1 o Continue to support accounting
standard-setting in the private sector.
Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #3 o Continue to work with the FASB to
mitigate the imp a c t of standards
overload.
Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #4 o Examine the organizational structure in
place to influence FASB and GASB in the
standard-setting process.
Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #5 o Encourage more dialogue and the active
involvement of a broader cross-section of
CPAs in the standard-setting process.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

-
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o

o

o

o

o

o

Member firms in the Division
for CPA firms ensures that
all professionals, including
non-CPAs, must average 40
hours of CPE per year.
SECPS and PCPS (including
Quality Review Division) through Peer Review and CPE
requirement.
SECPS on audits of entities
with significant public
interest requires certain
other steps to enhance
quality, including concurring
pre-issuance review, audit
rotation and specific
communication with Audit
committee.
Consulting Review Program helps firms prepare for Peer
Review.
Quality control Document
Program - through which firms
may submit draft quality
control document for review.
SECPS Special Investigations
C o m mittee considers the
professional standards on
quality control implications
presented by allegations of
audit failure and identifies
corrective measures, if any,
that should be taken by
individual member firms.
Quality Review Program Members in public practice
required to participate in a
quality review program or in
the peer review programs of
the Division for CPA firms.

o

o

Public and
government pressure
along with liability
exposure have made
firms aware of the
heavy cost of
substandard
performance.

55. Quality of
practice will
continue to im p rove.

Decreased
likelihood of
governmental
regulation of
profession.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #1 o Eventually bring all attest engagements
within the scope of quality review.
Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #2 o Develop voluntary quality review programs
for non-attest services.
Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #3 o
Im p lement recommendations of the Task
Force on the Quality of Audits of
Governmental Units to improve the quality
of such audits.
Thrust #11/Str. Dir. #1 o Encourage members to practice at the
highest level of quality in an effort to
reduce substandard practice.

STRATEGIC ACTIVITIES

o

o

o

o

o

o

It is doubtful that
in the future, CPAs
will be held to a
lower standard of
care, and even the
most sucessful tort
reform will
maintain, rather
than reduce, their
e xposure.

56.
Legal liability
will continue to be
a major issue for
the profession as
members will be more
vulnerable to
litigation.
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Will improve level
of practice.
Recruiting
p roblems.
Unavailability of
affordable
insurance.
Pressure for tort
reform.
Less innovative
auditing
applications.
More defensive
auditing.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
o
o

Legal Liability Committee
Professional Liability
Insurance Plan

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #11/Str. Dir. #2 o Continue efforts at tort reform.
Thrust #11/Str. Dir. #3 o Encourage legislation to permit
accounting services to be offered by
limited liability corporations.
Thrust #11/Str. Dir. #5 o Educate the judiciary with respect to
accountants professional responsibility.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o

As concerns for
legal liability
increase, firms will
move to limited
liability structure.

57. The structure
of firms will
accommodate legal
liability concerns.

-

Pressure on
accounting statues
to accept
limitations on
liability.
Greater
opportunity for
non-CPAs to have
ownership.
Fewer new firms
started.
Harder to recruit
people.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
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o

Legal Liability Committee

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #11/Str. Dir. #3 o Encourage legislation to permit
accounting services to be offered by
limited liability corporations.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o
o
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o

Comment letters to FASB.
Practice Bulletins Disseminate A c S E C s views on
narrow financial accounting
and reporting problems that
have not been and are not
being considered b y the FASB
or GASB.
Letters of Comment on
Documents - issues for
comment by the FASB, GASB,
SEC, and others.

o
o

o

Business and
economic conditions
are changing too
rapidly, companies
fail too often
unexpectedly, and
information is not
disseminated to all
investors equally
and timely.

58. Historical cost
financial statements
will come under
increasing attack.

Provide technical
guidance at an
appropriate t i m e .
Pressure on F A S B .
Reduced public
confidence in
historical cost
reporting.
Reduction in
credibility of
financial reports.
Expand scope of
aud i t .
Increased
liability.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #1 o Continue to support accounting
standard-setting in the private sector.
Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #2 o Develop an aggressive program designed to
enhance the relevance, reliability, and
cost effectiveness of financial
reporting.
Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #3 o Continue to work with the FASB to
mitigate the impact of standards
overload.
Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #4 o Examine the organizational structure in
place to influence FASB and GASB in the
standard-setting process.
Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #5 o Encourage more dialogue an d the active
involvement of a broader cross-section of
CPAs in the standard-setting process.
Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #6 o Develop a methodology b y which members
can comment on FASB and GASB proposals.
Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #7 o Strengthen the Institute's relationship
with the issuers of financial statements.
Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #5 o Inform issuers and users of financial
statements as to how quality review
affects them.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o

-
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-

o

o

Thrust #2/Str. Dir. #2 o Develop an aggressive program designed to
enhance the relevance, reliability, and
cost-effectiveness of financial
reporting.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #7 o Develop a prototype strategic planning
program for firms and state CPA
organizations.
Thrust # 7/Str. Dir. #8 o Develop a comm u n i c ations program to
advise members of future issues and
assist them in their development of
appropriate responses.

AICPA Trend Monitoring
System - Process involves
scanning publications,
intensive roundtable
discussions, and analysis of
output of scanning and
roundtable discussions to
identify emerging issues and
trends of potential
significance to the
profession.
Future Issues Committee Identifies future issues
which will have an imp a c t on
the AICPA and the profession
so that both opportunities
and threats may be
proactively addressed.
Information is disseminated
to various audiences in order
to encourage members to
recognize the need of
identifying future issues
and to obtain input from
firms and state CPA
organizations.
Strategic Planning Process Develop m e n t of a five-year
g a me plan for the Institute
to pursue in order to
accomplish its objectives.

o

o

Forward-looking
information is being
asked for to a
greater extent as
the imperfections of
historical financial
information are more
widely recognized.

59.
Members will be
providing more
forward-looking
ser v ices.

Need to sharpen
forecasting
techniques.
Need for
standards.
Conflict with
independence.
Attesting to
forecast.
Confusion over
roles of
management and
auditor.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

o

o

o

o
o
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o

o

o

o

Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #1 - (The Profession)
o Attract the best and brightest high
school and college students into
accountancy by effectively c o m municating
the opportunities inherent in the
expanding activities as well as develop
public relations programs directed to
students, parents, faculty, and
counselors.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #2 - (The Profession)
o Working with State CPA Societies develop
a program of assigning a member to each
high school with particular attention
being paid to guidance counselors.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #3 - (The Profession)
o At the college level, the recruitment
effort should be directed to the
brightest and best across the campus
including those enrolled in liberal arts
and other non-business programs.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #4 - (The Profession)
o Study ways to encourage minorities to
consider entering accountancy.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #5 - (The Profession)
o Encourage the development of innovative
paths to make careers in accounting
attractive.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #10 - (The
Profession)
o Determine criteria to assist in
identifying potentially successful CPAs
as the demographics of the available pool
of future CPAs change.

Recruitment activities consists of the preparation
of audiovisual materials and
brochures designed to attract
quality students into
accounting careers.
The
brochures and audiovisual
materials are distributed
through State Societies and
schools, and directly to
students and educators.
Aid to minority scholarship
program - The objective is to
increase the num ber of
minorities in the accounting
profession.
Minority Recruitment and
Equal Opportunity Comm i tte e Encourages and assists young
men and women from minority
groups to prepare themselves
for professional careers in
accounting and encourages
public accounting firms and
other business organizations
to take special affirmative
action to recruit and promote
qualified members of minority
groups.
Faculty Sum m er Seminar - To
aid and provide quality
education for minority
accounting students.
Publicize CPA career
opportunities to publications
read by high school and
college students and
publicize minority scholar
ship programs in minority
publications.

o

o

Trend is based on
demographics. Low
birth rates and
delayed family
formations have
reduced the
percentage of
population in the
younger age
categories. The
total supply of
college graduates
will be less than in
the past.
Accounting
enrollments have
also declined as a
percentage of
business school
enrollments.

60.
There will be a
decreasing pool of
entry-level people
available to the
profession.

Lower pool of
members.
Higher salaries.
Greater reliance
on automation.
Greater opportun
ity for minori
ties.
Fewer schools
offering account
ing major.
More resources
needed for
graduate account
ing majors.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

1HUMAN RESOURCES

o

o

o
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Upward Mobility of Women
Special Committee - Presented
ways to strengthen the upward
mobility of women in the
profession; now monitoring
progr e s s .

o

o

A continuation of a
current trend.
Although only 16% of
the Institute's
members are women,
nearly half of the
new members are
female.

61.
A greater
proportion of CPAs
will be women.

Need for more
flexible employee
policies for men
and women.
Upward mobility of
women.
Firms and
companies will
become more
sensitive to the
needs of women.
Firms and
companies will
adjust to
life-style issues,
such as daycare
and dependent
care.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #6 o Seek out additional opportunities to
feature women and minority CPAs in
various media.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #6 - (The Profession)
o Develop ways to enhance the upward
mobility of women and minorities.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o
o

A declining supply
of new college
graduates in the
face of a continued
demand for CPA
services will cause
the profession to
more actively
recruit among
minorities.
However, other
professions have
been more aggressive
in their recruitment
efforts and there is
a lack of sufficient
minority role models
in the CPA
profession.

62.
The profession
will continue to
have difficulty
recruiting
minorities.

o

o

o

Minority Recruitment and
Equal Opportunity Committee Encourages and assists young
men and women from minority
groups to prepare themselves
for professional careers in
accounting and encourages
public accounting firms and
other business organizations
to take special affirmative
action to recruit and promote
qualified members of minority
grou p s .
Faculty S u m mer Seminar - To
aid and provide quality
education for minority
accounting students.
Publicize CPA career
opportunities to publications
read by high school and
college students and
publicize minority
scholarship programs in
minority publications.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES
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Fewer entrants.
Increased pressure
on recruiting as
firms and
companies try to
attract more staff
from a smaller
non-minority
population.
Growing number of
minority CPA firms
serving various
majority and
minority markets.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #6 o Seek out additional opportunities to
feature women and minority CPAs in
various media.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #4 - (The Profession)
o Study ways to encourage minorities to
consider entering accountancy.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #6 - (The Profession)
o Develop ways to enhance the upward
mobility of women and minorities.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o

o

-
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o

Testing - In conjunction with
the Psyshological
Corporation, the Institute
develops and administers
Accounting Achievement and
Accounting Aptitude Tests.
The tests are used by some
schools and employers.
Presentation Guide - Designed
to assist members to develop
their own presentations on
careers in accounting.

o

o

High turnover and
high training costs
will force
improvements in
these areas.
Shrinking labor pool
requires more
careful screening to
identify best and
brighest. More
mid-level hirings at
higher sta rting
salaries call for
greater ca re.

63. More rigorous
effort will be made
at screening and
hiring employees.

More CPE, MAP
guidance in the
human resource
area.
Need for better
testing programs
at all levels of
hiring.
Greater use of
professional human
resource
personnel.
Increased need for
accreditation of
accounting
program s .
Firms and
companies will
likely concentrate
recruiting in
fewer schools
(proven schools).
More reliance on
graduate school
adm ission
req u irements to do
the screening.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #3 - (The Profession)
o At the college level, the recruitm ent
effort should be directed to the
brightest and best across the campus,
including those enrolled in liberal arts
and other non-business programs.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #7 - (The Profession)
o Disseminate information on the imp a c t of
demographic changes on staffing patterns
of organizations through MAP and CPE
cou r s e s .
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #10 - (The Profession)
o Determine criteria to assist in
identifying potentially successful CPAs
as the demographics of the available pool
of future CPAs change.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #4 o Develop programs to help employers see
the value of hiring CPAs and support
their involvement in the Institute.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

Slow progress has
been made in
advancing women and
minorities to date;
mentors are lacking.

64. The profession
will continue to
have difficulty with
the upward mobility
of women and
minorities.
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The profession
will suffer from
not tapping a
large labor p o o l .
Increased pressure
from clients as
minorities and
women assume
senior positions
in industry.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

o

o

Upward Mobility of Women
Special Committee - Presented
ways to strengthen the upward
mobility of women in the
profession; now monitoring
progr e s s .
Minority Recruitment and
Equal Opportunity Committee Encourages and assists young
men and women from minority
groups to prepare themselves
for professional careers in
accounting and encourages
public accounting firms and
other business organizations
to take special affirmative
action to recruit and promote
qualified members of minority
groups.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #6 o Seek out additional opportunities to
feature women and minority CPAs in
various media.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #6 - (The Profession)
o Develop ways to enhance the upward
mobility of women and minorities.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o

-
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o

o

o

Thrust #5/Str. Dir- #1 - (The Profession)
o Attract the best and brightest high
school and college students into
accountancy by effectively communicating
the opportunities inherent in the
e3q>anding activities as well as develop
public relations programs directed to
students, parents, faculty, and
counselors.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #2 - (The Profession)
o Working with State CPA Societies develop
a program of assigning a member to each
high school with particular attention
being paid to guidance counselors.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #3 - (The Profession)
o At the college level, the recruitment
effort should be directed to the
brightest and best across the cam p u s
including those enrolled in liberal arts
and other non-business programs.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #4 - (The Profession)
o Study ways to encourage minorities to
consider entering accountancy.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #5 - (The Profession)
o Encourage the development of innovative
paths to make careers in accounting
attractive.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #10 - (The Profession)
o Determine criteria to assist in
identifying potentially successful CPAs
as the demographics of the available pool
of future CPAs change.

Recruitment Activities Consists of the preparation
of audiovisual materials and
brochures designed to attract
quality students into
accounting careers.
The
brochures and audiovisual
materials are distributed
through State Societies and
schools, and directly to
students and educators.
Aid to minority scholarship
program - The objective is to
increase the number of
minorities in the accounting
profession.
Minority Recruitment and
Equal Opportunity C o m mittee Encourages and assists young
men and women from minority
groups to prepare themselves
for professional careers in
accounting and encourages
public accounting firms and
other b u siness organizations
to take special affirmative
action to recruit and promote
qualified members of minority
groups.
Faculty Sum m er Seminar - To
aid and provide quality
education for minority
accounting students.

o

o

Based on
demographics. A
declining pool of
new college
graduates and
declining accounting
enrollments means
that the profession
will not be able to
satisfy the demand
for new CPAs.

65. Fewer new
entrants will be
available from the
best and brightest
college students.

Possible lower
quality.
Need for better
screening and
retention.
Reduction in early
retirement.
Loss in
professional
prestige.
Fewer new hires
from college
market at the
undergraduate
level.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

ASSUMPTION

BASIS

IMPLICATIONS
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o

o

Publicize CPA career
opportunities to publications
read by high school and
college students and
publicize minority
scholarship programs in
minority publications.
Work with education
committees in developing
comprehensive communications
programs to attract
high-caliber youth to the
accounting profession.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

-
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Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #6 o Communicate the needs and benefits of
specialization to all members.
Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #7 o Increase emphasis on, and availability
of, programs to accredit specialists
thereby enhancing CPA value.

Examinations for Specialists.
Specialization Accreditation
Board.

o
o

o

Increasing
complexities in the
business world and
expansion in the
scope of services,
in which CPAs are
involved, means that
CPAs will need to
draw on a wider
array of new and
different skills.

66.
CPAs' skills
will be more
diverse.

Need for
specialization and
accreditation.
Greater demand for
specialized CPE.
More special
interests in
AICPA.
Possibility of
fragmentation of
membership.
Possible weakening
of CPA
designation.
More m embership
divisions.
Threat of
competing
organizations.
Scope of CPA exam
will expand.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Market demand for
CPAs and diminishing
pool of new entrants
will put an upward
pressure on the
salary structure.

68.
Starting
salaries and
benefits will
increase.

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

Shrinking pool of
new entrants, higher
salaries for
professionals will
create a demand for
para-professionals
particularly in the
technology area.

67.
There will be
increased use of
para-professionals.

-
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Greater use of
technology to
increase
productivity.
Better screening
techniques.
Price of CPA
service to clients
may rise.
Will imp a c t
compensation at
all levels.

Membership for
paraprofessionals
Licensing.
Quality of work
and need for
supervision.
Applicability of
CPE requirements.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

o

o

MAP Committee - The objective
of the committee is to help
firms improve the quality of
practice management.

MAP Handbook - A three-volume
set covering a wide range of
topics related to managing an
accounting practice.
The
handbook includes, among
other things, checklists and
practice management aids
designed to assist members
with the management of an
accounting practice.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #5 o Study areas suitable for value billing
and advise members on the techniques for
implementing that approach.
Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #1 o Appoint a special commi t t e e to study
mem b e r s ’ technological needs and
r e c o m mend programs to meet those needs.

Thrust #3/Str. Dir. #4 o Develop CPE programs for
para-professionals working with CPAs.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

-
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Supply/Demand Survey - an
annual survey of schools with
accounting programs.
The
objective of the survey is to
provide an indication of new
accounting graduates (supply)
vs. CPA firms' staff needs
(demand).

o

o

Changing social
values, two-income
families, and more
females in the
profession will be
reflected in a
declining
willingness of
mem bers to put
career ahead of
family and
quality-of-life
considera t io n s .

69. Members will
demand more
"life-style" time.

Less willingness
to volunteer for
Institute and
State Society
activities.
Flex work hours
and more v acation.
Company benefits
programs will have
to respond.
More two-income
families.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #2 o Develop a program for encouraging
members to participate in the Institute
to a greater degree.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

BASIS

Partners are not
forever and people
in corporations are
changing jobs to a
greater degree.
Need for experienced
people will
intensify
competition among
firms and companies.

Life-style
considerations will
give rise to more
part-time
practitioners.
Retirees also will
continue in the
profession on a
part-time basis.

ASSUMPTION

70.
The average
length of stay with
a particular
employer will
shorten.

71.
There will be
more part-time
practitioners.

o

o

o

o

o

o
o
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Possibly lower
quality.
Less com m itment to
profession and
AICPA.
May affect
membership level.
o

o

MAP Handbook - A three volume
set covering a wide range of
topics related to managing an
accounting practice.
The
handbook includes, among
other things, checklists and
practice management aids
designed to assist members
with the management of an
accounting practice.

Upward Mobility of Women
Special Committee - The
Committee has developed
recommendations on ways to
strengthen the Upward
Mobility of women in the
profession; now monitoring
p rogress.
Aid to Minority Development
Programs - Scholarship
Program, Minority Recruitment
and Equal Opportunity
Committee, Minority Doctoral
Fellows Committee, Faculty
Summer Seminar.

o

o

Need for portable
pensions.
Less firm loyalty.
Change in
compensation
structure to
improve retention.
More innovation in
how employees are
used and assigned
to jobs so as to
increase job
satisfaction.
More flexible
working hours.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

Thrust #5/Str. Dir, #12 (The Institute)
o Develop a recruitment program which
provides incentives for membership
expansion.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #11 o Develop a system to track membership
growth - compared to other organizations
- and measure market penetration for all
segments.

Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #5 - (The Profession)
o Encourage the development of innovative
paths to make careers in accounting
more attractive.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #6 - (The Profession)
o Develop ways to enhance the upward
mobility of women and minorities.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #8 - (The Profession)
o Develop a portable benefits package for
members.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

BASIS

The trend over the
last decade has been
for public
practitioners to
represent an ever
decreasing
percentage of total
membership.
As the
attraction and
rewards of industry
continue to grow,
this trend can be
expected to
continue.
The CPA
certificate will
remain as a mark of
achievement and
merit financial
reward, but not
nec essarily only or
even mainly as an
entrance into public
practice.

ASSUMPTION

72.
Practitioners
in public practice
will be a smaller
proportion of AICPA
membership.

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Special Committee on AICPA
Governance and Structure Study of the Institute's
structure to assess if it is
adequate to meet the
Institute's objectives and
mission.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES
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Increased
committee and
governance
participation by
those not in
public pract i c e .
Need to
continually review
mission.
Possible CPE
income impact.
Greater pressure
for more diverse
services.
Changing identity
of AI C P A .
Dues impact.
Cost of
volunteerism will
rise.

IMPLICATIONS

THE IMPACT ON THE INSTITUTE

Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #1 o Gather and study information on members'
needs and develop appropriate programs to
fulfill those needs.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

Even though public
practitioners are
expected to continue
to represent an ever
decreasing
pro portion of total
AICPA membership,
the Institute will
continue to meet
their needs in the
future.

73.
The Institute
will continue to
respond to the needs
of members in public
practice.
Organizational
stresses.
Percepti
o n that
AICPA is not
representative.
Industry members
will leave
Institute.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
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o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Various CPE conferences
CPE group seminars
Self-study programs
Video programs
Journal of Accountancy
CPA Letter
The Practicing CPA
In Our Opinion Newsletter
Auditing Procedure Studies Intended to inform auditors
of developments and provide
advice with respect to audit
procedures.
Accountants Business Manual Provides information on a
range of general topics which
relate to clients as well as
practice management.
Auditing Research
Projects/Monographs Non-authoritative
publications provide members
with background materials and
discussions of significant
auditing problems.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #4 o Promote the image of AICPA members in
public practice as the Chief Advisor to
organizations and individuals.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #9 o Develop a business-like approach to
creating and delivering AICPA programs
and services.
Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #1 o Appoint a special committee to study
members' technological needs and
r ecommend programs to meet those needs.
Thrust #10/Str. Dir. 2 o Continue the development of practice aids
in the form of software.
Thrust #10/Str. Dir. #3 o Develop programs to analyze products and
services, including audit, tax, personal
financial planning, etc.
Thrust #11/Str. Dir. #1 o Encourage members to practice at the
highest level of quality in an effort to
reduce sub-standard practice.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

ASSUMPTION

BASIS

IMPLICATIONS

-
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o

o

o

o

o

Issue Papers - The Accounting
Standards Executive Committee
releases discussion papers
which offer informal guidance
on broad topics; the
positions expressed are not
enforceable standards.
Audit Guides - Address the
multitude of industries which
members audit.
Practice Bulletins - Provides
guidance to members on
relatively narrow accounting
issues.
Library Assistance (Phone,
Letter, and In-person
Inquiries) - Members have
access to this service which
provides bibliographies and
loans of accounting, tax and
other business literature.
Toll-free telephones enable
members to readily receive
library assistance in terms
of their own research
projects and accounting
questions which they may
have.
In addition to its own
collection, the library has
access to computerized
databases on the Mead, BRS,
Dialog, ORBIT, etc.
This
enhances the library in
meeting members' requests for
information.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES
STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

ASSUMPTION

BASIS
IMPLICATIONS
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o

o

o

o

o

Accountants' Index - Members
may subscribe to ths
quarterly service or to its
equivalent computerized
database, ACCOUNTANTS.
Using
the ACCOUNTANTS database,
members may access by subject
750,000 records, from 1974
on, of journal articles and
books.
The Accountants'
Index provides members and
other subscribers with an
up-to-date listing of
publications in the AICPA
Library.
EDMAX LIBRARY - Now located
in the CPE Division it
contains CPE courses from
AICPA and from approximately
two dozen members.
ED
MAX
members pay a fee to join and
are required to contribute
their own CPE materials.
Technical assista nce (phone
and letter inquiries) Members have access to this
service which provides
responses to questions of a
technical nature.
An 800
number facilitates member's
access to the needed
information.
Numerous technical practice
aids are published; these
aids provide positions of
technical staff on relatively
specific fact patterns.
NAARS - Members may subscribe
to this computerized database
which contains information
derived from the annual
reports of approximately
4,200 companies which are
maintained on-line for five
years.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES
STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

ASSUMPTION

BASIS
IMPLICATIO N S

-

Financial Reporting Surveys Using the NAARS data base,
examples of various types of
disclosures, e.g., pension
plans are extracted, analyzed
by staff, and subsequently
pu b lished for mem bers'
infor
mation.
MAP Committee
The o b jective
of the Committee is to help
firms improve the quality of
practice mana gement.
MAP Handbook - A three-volume
set covering a wide range of
topics related to managing an
accounting practice.
Task Force on Services for
Minority CPA F i r m - To
ex p lore what projects the MAP
Comm i t t e e might undertake for
minority CPA firms.
CP A Video Journal - A series
of video programs to keep
CPAs up-to-date on
professional developments,
conferences and controversial
issues, and to provide new
ideas for practice
management.
MAP Com m i t t e e Local Firm
Consultation Program - A
t w o-day intensive review of a
firm's management practice
designed to identify and find
solutions to aspects and firm
management that need to be
strengthened.
MAP Memb e r Inquiries Service that responds to
members' questions ab o u t
aspects of managing a
practice.
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o

o

o

o

o

o

o

CURRENT ACTIVITIES
STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

ASSUMPTION

BASIS

IMPLICATIONS
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o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o
o

o

MAP Roundtable Discussion
Guide - Encourages members to
engage in management group
discussions at the local
level.
Auditing Standards Board
Statements and
interpretations on various
auditing standards.
Statements and
interpretations on accounting
and review services.
Statements of Position of the
Accounting Standards
Executive Committee.
Notices to Practitioners.
Audit and Accounting Guides Deal with particular areas in
financial accounting and
reporting that require
attention.
Statements of Standards for
MAS (SSMAS).
Audit Program Generator - A
sophisticated system to help
CPAs plan effective audits.
Workshop on building and
managing a successful tax
practice.
Guide for sole practitioners
- how to provide for
continuation of their
practices in the event of
death or disability.
Guide on Partnership
agreements.
Sole Practitioners F o rum Forum for exchange of
experiences, sharing of
information and discussion of
common problems.
AICPA implementation of new
auditing standards.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o
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o

Special Committee on AICPA
Governance and Structure Study of the Institute's
structure to assess if it is
adequate to meet the
Institute's objectives and
mission.
Assessment of Members' needs
survey - A nationwide survey
of the Institute membership
conducted in October 1986.
The survey questioned members
on topics falling into four
major categories - Importance
of membership. Evaluation of
current and future services,
Evaluation of the Institute's
performance and policies, and
the Institute's mission and
objectives.

o

o

Over the past
decade, there has
been a decline in
the percentage of
CPAs from large
firms who belong to
the Institute.

74.
There will be
fewer members in
public practice from
large firms and more
from small firms.

Fragmentation of
profession.
Possibility of
compe t i n g
organizations.
Change in nature
of services.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #17 - (The Institute)
o Develop programs to enhance leadership
roles within the AICPA for non-public
practice members, large firms, top
manage
m ent, minorities, women, etc.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #11 o Develop a system to track membership
growth - com p a r e d to other organizations
- and measure market penetration for all
segments of our membership.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o
o
o
o

As services become
more broad and less
related to the
historic financial
function, specific
interests of members
will become less
focused and more
diverse.
In
addition, mem bers not
in public practice
are an increasingly
large percentage of
membership.

75.
The Institute
will continue to
face diverse
interests on the
part of its
membership
constituencies.
Communications.
Cost of programs.
Education.
Find consensus of
all groups.
Improved
understanding and
cooperation.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
Industry member column in the
JOURNAL.
Services for Industry members
- apprises members of AICPA
services and programs for
industry members.
Industry member forum manual
- Encourages industry members
to organize local discussion
groups to exchange
information on work related
topics and professional
issues.
Industry C o m mittee holds
annual meeting with state
societies to provide a forum
for states to exchange
information on their programs
among each other and with the
Institute.
Industry Member Needs Survey.
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o

o

o

o

o

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #1 o Gather and study information on members'
needs and develop appropriate programs to
fulfill those needs.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #3 o
Identify common interest areas and
develop programs to respond to common
needs.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #5 o Develop a network along industry lines
(i.e., would inc
l ude a cross section of
internal auditors, management
accountants, e t c .)
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #6 o Develop a network of individuals
within organizations as an Institute
point of contact for that organization.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #9 o Develop a business-like approach to
creating and delivering AICPA
programs and services.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

Growing numb e r of
high-level non-CPAs
in firms.

77. There will be
increased pressure
for the Institute to
recognize non-CPAs
in public practice.

o
o
o

o

o

o
o
o

Many of the
life-style changes
which are occuring
in society are
having an impact on
the likelihood of
new CPAs
participating in the
Institute and state
CPA organizations.
Additionally, trends
in the educational
background of
individuals
attracted to the
profession are
playing a
significant role —
c o m mitment to the
profession of those
coming out of a
liberal arts
background is
different from those
graduating from
accounting p rograms.

76. New CPAs will
be less inclined to
participate in AICPA
or state CPA
societies than in
the past.

Divisiveness.
Emotional issue.
Program changes.

Dues impact.
Marketing n e e d .
Change in member
b enefits.
Need to strengthen
relations with
college students
and educational
institutions.
Possible student
membership.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

AICPA Special Com m ittee on
Governance and Structure Study of the Institute's
structure to assess if it is
adequate to meet the
Institute's objectives and
mission.
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o

Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #14 - (The Institute)
o Enhance m emb ership recruitment efforts at
staff level of organizations.

Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #12 - (The Institute)
o Develop a recruitm ent program which
provides incentives for m embership
expansion.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #15 - (The Institute)
o Develop a program for students in the
Insti t u t e .
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #16 - (The Institute)
o Develop an aggressive public information
campaign on the significance of AICPA
m embership.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #2 o Develop a program for encouraging members
to participate in the Institute to a
greater degree.
Thrust #8/Str. Dir. #6 o
Improve c o m m unications with m embership,
firms, and other organizations.

o

AICPA Special Comm i t t e e on
Governance and Structure Study of the Institute's
structure to assess if it is
adequate to meet the
Institute's objectives and
mission.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

State societies may
not implement these
changes possibly due
to lack of resources
and interest.

79.
As AICPA
membership
requirements are
enhanced (mandatory
CPE, QC review, 150
hours e t c .) State
Societies may have
membership
requirements
different from
AICPA.
o

o

o

o

o

o
o
o

o

o

o

There always has
been inefficient
overlap between
AICPA and state
societies in a
number of areas.
They each compete
for member funds,
and there is no
program to reduce
overlap by better
defining roles.

78.
There will
continue to be an
organizational
overlap between the
AICPA and the state
CPA societies.

Loss of members to
societies.
Lack of
uniformity.
State Boards may
assume greater
role in behavioral
complaints, as
that of AICPA and
state societies
decrease.

Inconsistent
standards.
Lack of
uniformity.
Inconsistent
leadership.
Wheel spinning.
Infighting.
Confused public
and government.
Relationship
between AICPA and
state societies
will change.
Difficulty in
getting uniformity
among states.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Special C o m mittee on AICPA
Governance and Structure Study of the Institute's
structure to assess if it is
adequate to meet the
Institute's objectives and
mission.

Special Committee on
AICPA Governance and
Structure - Study of the
Institute's structure to
assess if it is adequate to
meet the Institute’s
objectives and mission.
Members Rountables - provide
an opportunity for AICPA and
State Society members and
AICPA executive staff to
discuss topics of
professional interest and
enable AICPA and State
Societies to understand the
needs of their members.
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o

o

o

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #10
o Assist state societies and accounting
firms with their advertising and public
relations needs.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

The successful
cooperative effort
with respect to the
Plan to Restructure
Professional
Standa rds should set
the tone for future
cooperative efforts.

80.
Cooperation
between the
Institute and state
CPA societies will
continue to grow.

Greater efficiency
in serving mutual
mem b e r s .
Reduction in
overlap between
AICPA and states.
Greater
probability of
achieving success
in areas of mutual
interest.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

- 1 3 4-

o

o

o

o

o

Special C o m mittee on
Goverance and Structure Study of the Institute's
structure to assess if it
is adequate to meet the
Institute's objectives
and mission.
National Planning
Conference for State
Societies - Held each
November, conference is
intended to
help presidents-elect prepare
for their terms as
presidents, effectively plan
and implement programs as
professional leaders and
become more aware of the
AICPA and the assistance
available to state societies.
The State Society Coordinator
and State Society Digest Newsletters designed to keep
the leadership of the state
societies and AICPA informed
of state activities and AICPA
programs impacting the
states.
CPA Link Electronic
Communications Network System includes: an immediate
distribution of, or access
to, up-to-date information on
professional issues and
activities; the ability to
transmit a message to
numerous locations
immediately.
Newsclip Service Compilation of photocopies of
accounting-related news
coverage and is distributed
to Institute and state
society leadership.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #7 o Develop a prototype strategic planning
program for firms and state CPA
organizations.
Thrust #8/Str. Dir. #2 o Strengthen the Institute's visibility and
ties with other organizations within the
business c o m munity as well as other
organizations within the profession.
Thrust #8/Str. Dir. #5 o Develo p, im p lem ent, and p ublicize AICPA
programs for pro b ono work and encourage
state CPA organizations, associations,
and memb e r s to participate.
Thrust #8/Str. Dir. #6 o Improve comm u nications with membership,
firms, and other organizations.
Thrust #9/Str. Dir. #9 o Support and assist the state societies in
their legislative and regulatory efforts.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

BASIS

With increasing
membership
requirements,
membership in the
AICPA will represent
an even greater
designation of
distinction.

W ith increased
specialization
among CPAs, groups
will form to serve
the particular needs
of some subsets of
the membership.
These competing
organizations will
offer in many
instances products
and services now
provided by AICPA.

ASSUMPTION

81.
AICPA
membership will
represent a
designation of
distinction.

82.
There will be
increased
availability from
other sources of
programs and
services
traditionally
provided by the
Institute.
o

o

o

o

o

The Institute will
have to
thoroughly review
the m ix of
products and
services it should
b e providing.
Loss of mem bership
interest in AICPA.

Should have
positive impact on
public image.
Better educated
members.
State societies
will follow.

IMPLICATIONS

Member Needs Survey National survey of the
Institute membership
including evaluation of
current programs and services
and input on future services.
Member Attitude Survey surveys attitudes and
opinions regarding Institute
activities.
AICPA Relations with firm
associations - annual meeting
to discuss issues of com m o n
interest.

Institute's national
advertising program.
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o

o

o

o

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #1 o Gather and study information on
m e m b e r s 'needs and develop appropriate
programs to fulfill those needs.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #3 o
Identify com m on interest areas and
develop programs to respond to c o m mon
needs.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #9 o D e v e l o p business-like approach to
creating and delivering AI C P A programs
and services.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #10 o Consider the feasibility of changing the
dues structure to b etter a c c o m modate the
concept of paying for services received.

Thrust #4/Str. Dir. #1 o Educate the public regarding the high
quality and diverse activities of AICPA
members in public practice, industry,
government, and education.
Thrust #4./Str. Dir. #3 o
Promote to the general public, business
leaders, government, and the media
opinion leaders a positive, professional
image of AICPA mem bers serving the public
inte r e s t .
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #16 - (The Institute)
o Develop an aggressive p ublic information
cam p a ign on the significance of A ICPA
membership.
Thrust #8/Str. Dir. #4 o Develop methods to enhance the CPA
designation for the b e n e f i t of all
segments of the membership.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o
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AICPA Special Committee on
Governance and Structure Study of the Institute's
structure to assess if it is
adequate to meet the
Institute's objectives and
mission.

o

o

As CPAs expand scope
of services they
offer, AICPA must
either help them in
providing those
services in a
quality professional
way, or face the
fact that they will
seek help elsewhere.

83. The Institute
will experience
increased
competition from
other organizations
for mem bers.

Loss of
m embership.
Confusion of
public.
Increased member
services as trade
association.
Possibility of new
membership
divisions.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #4/Str. Dir, #2 o Enhance the Institute's role as the
accepted, authoritative voice of the
profession.
Thrust #4/Str. Dir.#7 o Develop and foster good relations with
leaders in the general business com m u n i t y
to enhance the role of the Institute as
the leader of the profession in the
business environment.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #12 - (The Institute)
o Develo p a recruitment program which
provides incentives for membership
expansion.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #13 - (The Institute)
o Develop a program to target non-member
CPAs work ing in CPA firms, industry,
education and government.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #14 - (The Institute)
o Enhance membership recruitment efforts at
staff level of organizations.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #15 - (The Institute)
o Develop a program for students in the
Institute,
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #16 - (The Institute)
o Develop an aggressive public information
campaign on the significance of AICPA
membership.
Thrust #5/Str, Dir. #11 - (The Profession)
o Encourage more accountants in education,
government and organizations to become
CPAs.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

Higher cost of being
a CPA will emanate
from several sources
including mandatory
continuing education
requirements,
mandatory peer
review, and the need
to comply with
stricter regulations
of the profession.

85.
Cost of getting
and maintaining a
license will
increase.
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

This is already
happening.

84. Other
organizations will
provide specialty
designations for
accountants.

Greater need for
financial
assistance.
Reduced
membership.
Less volunteerism
at AICPA.

Loss of AICPA
clout and
influence.
Loss of
membership.
Weakening of CPA
designation.
More confusion in
mind of public on
CPA designation.
Speed up AICPA
move to accredit
specialties.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Model Public Accountancy Bill
- an effort to achieve
uniformity in regulations
throughout the state
jurisdictions.
Relations with NASBA Liaison discussions with
NASBA in efforts to achieve
uniformity in standards.
AICPA-NASBA Legislative
Liaison Task Force - Holds
conferences every other year
on specific licensing
problems with the ultimate
goal of seeking uniformity.

Specialization Accreditation
Board.
Examinations of Specialists.
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o

o

o

o

o

CURRENT ACTIVITI ES

Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #12 - (The Institute)
o Develop a recruitment program which
provides Incentives for m embership
expansion.
Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #14 - (The Institute)
o Enhance membership recruitment efforts at
staff level of organizations.

Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #6 o C o mmunicate the needs and benefits of
specialization to all members.
Thrust #1/Str. Dir. #7 o Increase emphasis on and availability of
programs to accredit specialists, thereby
enhancing C PA value.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

In the face of
growing complexities
in the business
arena, CPAs need new
and diverse skills
to perform
effectively.
The
effectiveness of the
CPA exam in testing
for these new and
different
competencies will
come into question.

86.
The CPA exam
will com e under
increasing scrutiny.

Pressure to move
the examination
outside Institute.
Fragmentation loss of uniform
exam.
Expansion of exam
to respond to
pressure.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION
Board of Examiners
continually monitors
examination content and
validity.
AICPA preparation,
production, and grading of
CPA examination.
Annual NASBA Evaluation of
Examination - The purpose of
the CPA examination Review
Board Report is to review and
evaluate the policies and
procedures of the BOE and the
Boards of Accountancy
regarding construction,
grading, administration, and
security of the uniform CPA
examination.
BOE is studying possible
changes in the structure,
format, and length of the
exam.
A key proposal is to
eliminate all essay questions
in the exam.
Practice Analysis Study Study to identify the
profession's core work
activities and the knowledge,
skills, and abilities needed
to perform the tasks.
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o

o

o

o

o

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #6/Str. Dir. #4 o Determine how oral and written
communication, reasoning, math, and
reading skills of those entering
accountancy can best be imp r o v e d and
tested.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

BASIS

Greater business and
family pressure
gives less time and
incentive to devote
to volunteerism.
In
addition, there has
been a sociological
demise of idealism,
which in the past
triggered and
sustained
volunteerism.

Present structure
does not meet the
needs of the
future.
Council is
not representative
of the profession.

ASSUMPTIONS

87. Volunteerism
will continue to be
on the wane.

88. The present
structure of the
Institute needs
improvement to meet
the needs of the
future.

o

o

o

o

o

o

Members in
industry,
government and
education need to
be adequately
represented on
com m ittees, or key
membership groups
may decline in
numbers.
Members and/or
firms may join or
form other
organizations.
Major
restructuring of
the organization
possible.

Quality of
Institute
leadership
declines.
Increased staff
(cost).
May be more
difficult to
attract the best
students.

IMPLICATIONS

Special C o m mittee on AICPA
Governance and Structure Study of the Institute's
structure to assess if it is
adequate to meet the
Institute's objectives and
mission.

Industry committee efforts to
encourage greater involvement
of industry members in AICPA
efforts, particulary getting
more industry members
appointed to council and
committees.
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o

o

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #5/Str. Dir. #17 - (The Institute)
o Develop programs to enhance leadership
roles within the AICPA for non-public
practice members, large firms, top
management, minorities, women, etc.
Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #2 o Develop a program for encouraging members
to participate in the Institute to a
greater degree.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o
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o

o

o

National Planning Conference
for State Societies - Held
each November, conference is
intended to help
presidents-elect prepare for
their terms as presidents,
effectively plan and
implement programs as
professional leaders and
become more aware of the
AICPA and the assistance
available to state societies.
The State Society Coordinator
and State Society Digest Newsletters designed to keep
the leadership of the State
Societies and AICPA informed
of state activities and AICPA
programs im pacting the
states.
CPA Link Electronic
C o m munications Network System includes: an immediate
distribution of, or access
to, up-to-date information on
professional issues and
activities; the ability to
transmit a message to
numerous locations
immediately.
Newsclip service Compilation of photoco pies of
accounting related news
coverage and is distributed
to Institute and state
society leadership.

o

o

The assum p tion
relates to the
difficulty of
commun i c a t i o n s .
Very few are fully
informed on all
aspects of current
professional issues.
While state
societies wield
great influence in
AICPA affairs, their
leadership is not
fully informed on
global issues, and
serve for such short
transitory periods.
This is not likely
to change.

89.
It will be
increasingly
difficult to keep
those with
leadership roles in
the Institute
adequately informed.

Slow consensus
process.
Non-responsive to
issues.
Wrong decisions
may be made.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

Thrust #8/Str. Dir. #2
o Strengthen the Institute's visibility and
ties with other organizations within the
business comm u n i t y as well as other
organizations within the profession.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

o

o

o

Consensus building
is important in a
large organization
to assure continued
member support.
If
the implications of
consensus building
are unacceptable,
actions can be taken
without consensus,
but with sure loss
of support from some
members.

90.
The need to
build consensus will
continue to hinder
prompt response to
issues.
Non-responsive to
i ssu e s .
Loss of
leadership.
Bureaucractic
grid-lock.

IMPLICATIONS

BASIS

ASSUMPTION

-

-

Special Co m m ittee on AICPA
Governance and Structure Study of the Institute's
structure to assess it it is
adequate to meet the
Institute's objectives and
mission.

1 4 1

o

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Thrust #7/Str. Dir. #6 o Develop a network of individuals within
organizations to serve as an Institute
point of contract for that organization.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

GLOBAL PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS

Note:
These
Global
Planning Assumptions are based on
information provided to the Strategic Planning Committee by
several furturists at the Institute-sponsored Symposium on the
Future and in direct meetings.
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ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS

o

The entry-level pool (16-24 year olds) will shrink by 25%.

o

Millions of maturing "Baby Boomers” will vastly
available opportunities for mid-career promotion.

o

The over-55 year old share of the population will decline by
15%.

exceed

Women will make up 2/3 of all new recruits and by the
mid-1990’s, will constitute 1/2 of all U.S. workers.
o

The numbers of two-income households will grow from 1/2 to
2/3 of all married couples.

o

Over 1/2 of all U.S. employees
unattended minor children at home.

o

The proportion of minorities as a share of the entry-level
recruit group is 11% today and will rise to 15% by the year
2000 .
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will

have

one

or more

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT ECONOMIC TRENDS

o

o
o

Average U.S. household income will continue to decline due
to an ongoing reduction in the numbers of middle and upper
income jobs.
Competition
from
low-cost,
high
quality
manufacturers will continue to grow rapidly.

3rd

World

All institutions will be forced to make major improvements
in productivity in order to survive and grow.

o

In pursuit
of improved productivity, all
sustain major
ongoing investments
in
technology and worker training.

employers will
new workplace

o

The numbers of self-employed will continue to grow faster
than the numbers of salaried employees.

o

Education
andtraining
will become America’s
industry, surpassing medicine and health care.

largest

o

Productive enterprises will continue to relocate from cities
and suburbs to exurban and rural areas in order to reduce
operating costs.

o

The fastest growing source of new wealth created by the
American economy will be the mobilization of productive
knowledge
forimproved
decision-making,
planning, and
problem-solving.

o

The fastest growing commercial and consumer markets will be
in 3rd World countries.

o

The oligopolization of mature industrial mass-markets will
rapidly extend into retail and service mass-markets (e.g.,
restaurant meals, medical care, legal services, etc.)

o

It is anticipated that business cycles in the future would
continue to vary within historical ranges.
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ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS
o

There will be accelerating rates of technological innovation
in' both the operations and the outputs at all levels of all
productive enterprises.

o

New physical workplace technologies will foster an increase
in
new
social
workplace
technologies, including new
management
systems
(e.g ,
"matrix
management” ),
organizational
structures
(e.g.,
decentralization,
”intrapreneurial” spin-off,
etc.),
and decision-making
processes (e.g., Quality Circles, worker design teams).
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ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT SOCIO-ECONOMIC TRENDS

o

The "Baby Boomers" propensity to vote will rise as they grow
older, fostering generally increased levels of political
activism and sustaining popular support for such regulatory
measures as environmental, worker and consumer protection.

o

The
Socio-Economic
disruptions of the Trans-Industrial
Revolution will provoke support for new social technologies
(e.g., new institutions, like Individual Training Accounts;
new regulations, like job "ownership," etc.)

o

Working parents will eagerly adopt "flex-place," leaving
more than 10% of all salaried information work to be done in
the home.

o

Population will continue to migrate from cities and suburbs
to exurban and rural areas in search of lower living costs.

o

Mediocre economic performance will constrain public sector
revenues and result in generally austere operating budgets
at all levels of government.

o

The continued degradation of the labor-intensive industrial
economy will provoke a rising tide of special interests
seeking to protect the eroding value of existing plant,
equipment, skills, technologies, markets, etc.

o

Confronted by a multitude of rapid, powerful forces of
change, both public and private sector institutions will
increasingly find it necessary to undertake experimental
solutions to unprecedented problems.
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APPENDIX A

AICPA STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
This section presents some further clarification of the process
of strategic planning utilized by the Institute in its first
planning cycle.
Specifically, information is presented on the
strategic
planning model utilized, the composition of the
Committee, the types of outside information which was cranked
into the planning cycle, as well as a summary of the planning
calendar from
the initial orientation meeting up to the
development of the strategic directions.
Strategic Planning Model
The model utilized by the Institute in its planning process
appears in Figure 1 on page 149. This outlines the general
steps which were followed in the strategic planning process.
Generally, the model was utilized over the course of the cycle
as a reference point which provided an easy way of putting the
work of the Committee at that point in time in proper focus.
That is, it was best utilized to indicate how the current work
products fit in with what we had done and what we were going to
do at future meetings.
Committee Membership
The Strategic Planning Committee was comprised of 15 members,
chaired by the president of the Institute. The Committee was
selected to provide a cross section of the various segments of
the membership —
public practice, smaller and larger firms in
public practice, industry, education, government, MAS, taxation,
and audit.
The Committee included volunteer officers, senior
staff of the Institute, as well as a state society executive
director.
Information Utilized
In the course of its deliberations, the Strategic Planning
Committee
utilized
much
outside
information as well as
information specific to the Institute. This was necessary to
enable the Committee to have the facts at hand, when available,
in order to properly discuss both the issues which will be
affecting the Institute and the profession in the future as well
as the development of strategic directions.
The information which was utilized by the Committee was both
numerous and came from diverse sources.
o

Presentations of outside speakers

o

Discussions with futurists
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o

Predictions supplied by futurists

o

Report of the Future Issues Committee

o

Other relevant AICPA committee reports

o

Information on the planning process itself

o

Institute leadership updates

o

Books and magazine articles

Planning Calendar
The planning calendar utilized by the Committee over the course
of the year was based upon the strategic planning model and
appears in Figure 2 on page 150. The planning calendar was
mapped out in advance at the beginning of our cycle so that
Committee members would be in agreement with respect to the flow
of work activity to be accomplished over the course of the cycle
as well as to ensure that the work projects necessary to
complete the planning cycle were accomplished.
The 1986-88 meeting calendar encompassed a full two years and
totaled well over 100 hours of scheduled meeting time for each
Committee member.
As indicated above, members read background
materials before every meeting.
As a bottom line, the total
effort per Committee member greatly exceeded 100 hours of work
over the course of the planning cycle.
While this meeting schedule was a rigorous one, it did enable
the Committee to sequentially fulfill each step of the planning
process in an orderly and efficient manner. As seen in Figure
2, each meeting was designed to accomplish specific objectives.
The agendas utilized at each meeting follow.
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STRATEGIC PLANNING MODEL
FIGURE 1

STEPS
1

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND
MEMBERSHIP DATA

EVALUATION OF
MEMBER NEEDS
EVALUATION OF
ISSUES/TRENDS/
ORGANIZATIONS

REVIEW PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
OF ORGANIZATION

2

MISSION
STATEMENT
GENERAL
OBJECTIVES

3
DEVELOP STRATEGIES

IMPLEMENTATION
BY OPERATING COMMITTEES/
INSTITUTE LEADERSHIP

ASSESSMENT OF INSTITUTE'S
INTERNAL STRUCTURE
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5

FIGURE 2
STRATEGIC PLANNING CALENDAR
1986

1987

1988

SEPT.

FEB.

JAN.

• Orientation

• D e v e l o p Planning A s s u m p t i o n s

• R e v i e w Planning Ca lendar

• D i s c u s s Implications to Institute

• R e v i e w M i s s i o n a n d Obje ct iv es

a n d Prof es si on

• A g r e e o n Strategic Directions
• A p p r o v e Draft of Strategic P l a n
• D i s c u s s I m p l e m e n t a t i o n of P l a n

• Discuss Survey Content

FEB.

APRIL
NOV.
• R e a c h A g r e e m e n t o n Planning
• R e v i e w M e m b e r S u r v e y Results
• R e v i e w Harris S u r v e y Re s u l t s
• D i s c u s s Implications of S u r v e y
Results

Assumptions
a n d Prof es si on

• Attend S y m p o s i u m o n the
Future

• D i s c u s s A IC P A ’s M a j o r Activities

• D i s c u s s i o n of P l a n at R e g i o n a l
Council M e et in gs

— d e facto P l a n

MAY
JULY
• D i s c u s s i o n of P l a n in B r e a k - O u t

• M e e t with Futurists
• A s s e s s L o n g - t e r m I s s u e s / Trends

MARCH

• D i s c u s s Issues R a i s e d b y Future
Issues C o m m i t t e e

DEC.

P r o v i d e s F u rt he r Input

• A g r e e o n Implications to Institute
• A s s e s s P l a n n i n g A s s u m p t ions

• R e v i e w O b j ectives

• B o a r d R e v i e w s Plan a n d

• Discuss C o m p e t i n g / C o m p a n i o n
Organizations

G r o u p s at S p r i n g M e e t i n g
of C o u n c i l

• D e v e l o p Strategic Directions

JUNE
OCT.
• S P C Revises Plan B a s e d o n
• C o n t i n u e D e v e l o p m e n t of

B o a r d . Council, a n d O t h e r Input

Strategic Directions
• R e v i e w Outline of Strategic P l a n

NOV
.
• C o n t i n u e D e v e l o p m e n t of

AUG.
• S P C Finalizes P l a n

SEPT.

Strategic Directions
• D i s c u s s Draft Strate gic P l a n
• D i s c u s s I m p l e m e ntation of P l a n

• B o a r d A p p r o v a l of P l a n

DE C
• B o a r d Discusses Plan a n d

• C o u n c i l A p p r o v a l of P l a n

P r o v i d e s Input

FUTURE
I m p l e m e n t Plan
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APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY OF IMPORTANT TERMS
PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS -- Statements which describe the future
environment.
In total, the planning assumptions represent the
view of the future which formed the basis for the development of
strategic directions.
BREAKOUT GROUPS -- Small groups in which informal but structured
discussions
take
place.
Provides
a framework for the
brainstorming and creativity needed in the planning process.
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCAN
-A
comprehensive identification and
evaluation of issues and trends which are potentially significant
to the profession and the Institute.
The environmental scan
examines the nature, probability, and timing of each issue and
trend, and assesses the importance and impact of each to the
Institute.
OBJECTIVES -- A broadly-defined result which the Institute hopes
to achieve on behalf of its members. They elaborate on the aims
of the Mission Statement and reflect the highest priorities of
the Institute.
IMPLICATIONS
Interpretations of the effects that future issues
and trends will have on the accounting profession and the
Institute.
LONG-TERM TREND -- A trend expected to occur within two-to-five
years in the future or one which is occurring at present and is
expected to continue for two-to-five years.
MISSION STATEMENT -- A statement which defines the fundamental
reasons for the Institute’s existence and the scope of its
activities.
All activities of the Institute are designed and
developed to accomplish the Institute’s objectives and carry out
the Mission.
STRATEGIC THRUST —
A major activity or range of activities the
Institute intends to pursue in response to Institute objectives,
key long-term issues and trends and member expectations.
STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS —
Specific recommendations developed in
response to one or more planning assumptions which taken together
with other strategic directions form the basis for a strategic
thrust.
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APPENDIX C

Mission Statement
and
Ten Objectives
of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
The Mission Statement and ten objectives developed by the Mission
Committee and approved by the Board of Directors appear below.
The wording of the statement and objectives is slightly different
than that which appears in the report of the Mission Committee
which begins on page 154.
The differences do not, however,
represent any major changes in substance.
The American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants
is
the national professional
organization
for
all
certified
public
accountants.
The mission of the AICPA is to
act on behalf of its members and provide
necessary support to assure that CPAs serve
the public interest in performing quality
professional services.
In fulfilling its
mission, the AICPA gives priority to those
areas where public reliance on CPA skills is
most significant.
To achieve its mission, the AICPA:
1.

Promotes
CPAs.

uniform

certification

2.

Sets
requirements
competence.

3.

Assists
members
in
professional expertise.

4.

Provides standards of professional conduct and performance.

5.

Monitors professional
standards.

5.

Promotes public confidence in the integrity, objectivity,
competence, and professionalism of AICPA members and the
services they perform.

7.

Encourages highly qualified
promotes
the
availability
programs.

for

and licensing standards for

maintaining
the

continuing

performance
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members'

to

professional

development

of

enforce professional

individuals to become CPAs and
of
appropriate educational

8.

Unites
CPAs
—
whether in public practice, industry,
education or government —
in their efforts to serve the
public interest.

9.

Serves as the national representative of CPAs to government,
regulatory bodies, and other organizations.

10. Assists members in understanding and adjusting to changes in
the economic, political, and technological environment.
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REPORT OF THE MISSION COMMITTEE
OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
CREATION OF THE MISSION COMMITTEE
The rapidly changing economic and political world has offered
significant challenges to the AICPA in the form of an expanded
and
ever more
varied
constituency
operating in a new
environment.
Those who are licensed CPAs probably perform more
diverse
work
than those
holding any other professional
credential; CPAs are finding that their skills suit them for
unusually
broad range
of
roles, some very remote from
conventional CPA functions.
The push of history and economics has found its reflection in
the Institute.
In October 1982, the AICPA’s Industry Committee
recommended that the Institute study trends that affect members
not in public practice. The Board of Directors concurred. In
addition, the Future Issues Committee found that forces at large
in
the marketplace called for thorough updating of AICPA
objectives.
The Mission Committee of the AICPA was therefore created by
Chairman B.Z. Lee and the Institute’s Board of Directors. Its
charge read:
"The Committee is charged with studying the
objectives of the AICPA as those objectives relate to all its
members, whether in public practice, industry, government, or
education.
Among other matters, it should consider if the
AICPA’s traditional focus on public practitioners continues to
be appropriate." The charge clearly expresses the challenges of
serving a changing constituency.
THE COMMITTEE’S APPROACH
The task called for thinking, for discussion, and for research.
Examples
of mission
statements
from a cross-section of
businesses and organizations were assembled.
The committee
studied the literature of issues in the evolving profession, and
commissioned
targeted research on the attitudes of AICPA
members.
In thinking about and discussing
statement,
the Committee decided
should:

the purposes of a mission
that a mission statement

1.

serve as a way of communicating the AICPA’s purpose to
members and to the public, and

2.

serve as an aid in the allocation of AICPA resources.
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The
Committee
felt
that the mission should express the
organization’s identity, purpose and scope.
Related to this
mission would be the Institute’s objectives -- the means, most
broadly told, by which the mission should be realized.
Since any broad statement requires interpretation, the Committee
concluded that a discussion of its reasoning and the meaning it
attached to the mission and objectives should be an integral
part of its report. This ’’legislative history” constitutes the
next section of this report.
DISCUSSION OF THE MISSION STATEMENT
The American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants
is
the national professional
organization that, on behalf of its members,
seeks to assure that CPAs in public practice,
industry, education, and government serve the
public interest by providing, with integrity
and
objectivity,
quality
accounting,
auditing,
tax,
management
advisory, and
related
professional
services,
and that
furnishes support necessary to enable members
to perform their evolving societal role. In
serving its members and the public interest,
the AICPA will give priority to areas where
the degree of public reliance upon CPA skills
is most significant.
The basic statement places primary emphasis on the obligation of
the AICPA to support its members in their efforts to serve the
public
interest.
This
obligation is expressed in the
organization’s primary responsibility: it "seeks to assure that
CPAs ... serve the public interest by providing with integrity
and objectivity” the various services which they offer.
The
Committee
contemplated
a broad view of "the public
interest” , and it intended that this activity be undertak
e n by
the members of the organization with the AICPA in a support
role.
Serving the public interest involves putting the
interests of the public and of clients over one’s self interest.
It includes a commitment to quality work, ethical behavior,
freedom from conflict of interest, an unbending attitude in
matters of principle and intellectual honesty, all at the
sacrifice of personal advantage when necessary.
In developing the mission statement, the committee did not limit
this obligation of the AICPA to members in public practice.
Reference to accounting and other professional services were
explicitly
intended
to
cover those members in industry,
government, and education who deal with problems related to the
professional expertise of CPAs.
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At the same time, however, the Committee felt that its charge
called for a strategic decision on how best to focus the
resources of the AICPA.
Membership in the Institute is based
not on any particular kind of work but rather on a certification
testifying that the holder possesses certain skills. The CPA
credential is of such general usefulness in the conduct of
business that CPAs find themselves in many and varied jobs in
American enterprise.
This is a source of pride, but also of
perplexity.
As a professional organization, the AICPA must
maintain high standards of ethics, of performance, and of
competence.
But to attempt this in equal degree for every
possible type of work which CPAs find themselves doing is beyond
the Institute’s resources. It makes common sense, therefore, to
set priorities and limits.
The mission specifies a dual responsibility for the AICPA:
first, to the CPAs who are its members; and second, to the
public that relies on CPA services. To best serve the public
and its members, the AICPA should give priority to areas where
the degree of public reliance and the use of CPA skills are both
high.
At the other end of the spectrum, where public reliance
is
insignificant,
and
where
CPA
skills are used only
tangentially,
the
Institute
should
expend
less effort.
Consequently,
an
activity
which
has
both
of
these
characteristics, such as auditing and reporting on financial
statements by CPAs in public practice, would receive substantial
attention and resources.
While, for example, CPAs working as
marketing
executives
would stand near the bottom of the
Institute’s resource-allocation list, even though they would be
welcomed as members of the organization and its committees.
Many intermediate positions exist, and judgment will be needed
accordingly in the many resource allocation decisions which must
be made by the Institute.
While the Committee chose not to define CPA skills in a precise
way, it contemplates that they would include (but not be limited
to) gathering facts, quantitative measurement and analysis,
developing hypotheses, evaluating and verifying such facts and
hypotheses, and summarizing and communicating findings. In the
accounting
profession,
such
skills
are used to provide
information
needed for investment decisions, tax strategy,
planning
for
the
future, the management of a business,
government or not-for-profit entity, and many other purposes.
In sum, this Committee believes that a changing profession calls
for a clear declaration from the Institute: a declaration, in
the form of the mission statement proposed above, that the AICPA
will represent all CPAs in helping them serve the interests of
the public.
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the same time, the sheer diversity of CPAs and simple
finiteness of resources conspire to force priorities.
The
priority should be given, this Committee believes, to those
traditional areas of CPA work, and to new areas that may evolve
where public reliance is highest and where CPA skills are most
directly brought to bear. This means that the attest function,
which motivates the existence of the CPA certificate, and which
confers on
the
AICPA
its uniqueness as a professional
organization, will continue to be the principal area to which
significant resources should be allocated.
DISCUSSION OF OBJECTIVES NECESSARY TO FULFILL MISSION
1.

Promote
CPAs.

uniform

certification

and

licensing standards for

The first five objectives set forth by the committee focus
on various standards of practice for members. The first
specifies a continuation of the AICPA's long term role in
the credentialling process for CPAs. This would include the
preparation, administration, and grading of the uniform CPA
examination now used in all jurisdictions in the United
States.
In addition, the Committee believes that an ongoing
AICPA effort in cooperation with State Boards and State
Societies to promote the adoption of uniform requirements
governing the issuance of the CPA certificate is desirable,
through such efforts as the model CPA law and the monitoring
of
state
regulatory
actions
relevant
to accounting
credentials.
2.

Establish requirements
competence by members.

for

the maintenance of professional

The second objective points toward an extension of current
policy by the establishment of a requirement for maintenance
of professional competence as a condition for membership.
The Committee feels that it is time that membership in the
Institute represents more than a one time passing of the CPA
examination followed by the payment of dues.
While no
specific requirement is proposed, it believes that some kind
of
mandatory
minimum continuing professional education
should
be one element of any program.
In addition,
maintenance of professional competence may also include the
development of requirements for practice by members in such
specialized areas as tax and SEC practice.
3.

Assist
members in the
professional expertise.

continuing

development

of

their

The third objective recognizes that if its mission is to be
achieved the Institute must provide assistance not only in
meeting minimum education requirements but in generally
helping members to operate at the cutting edge of their
discipline.
Among
other things it contemplates the
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development of a continuing professional education program
in
cooperation
with
State
Societies and educational
institutions.
In addition, the Committee believes that an
extensive AICPA library and a publishing program should be
integral parts of fulfilling this objective, as should
efforts
to
utilize
new
information
technologies by
developing data bases and information retrieval systems for
the use of members.
4.

Provide standards of conduct and performance.
The fourth objective requires the AICPA to provide standards
of conduct and performance for members. Here the Committee
envisions a continuation of the standard-setting roles of
senior technical committees such as the Auditing Standards
Board and the Ethics Committee.
In view of the mission
statement’s emphasis on the responsibility of all members to
serve the public interest, standard-setting in the ethics
and other areas should include guidelines for members not in
public practice.

5.

Monitor professional
standards.

performance

to

enforce

professional

The final objective involving standards of practice for
members calls for the monitoring of professional performance
to enforce professional standards and is perhaps the most
far-reaching of all the objectives. The Committee realizes
that this objective goes significantly beyond the monitoring
that now exists.
Its intent is to impose a responsibility
on all members to permit various kinds of monitoring of
professional performance.
This would mean that membership
in
the
Institute
could require opening a firm’s or
individual member’s practice to professional inspection and
could subject a member not in public practice to similar
scrutiny.
It
implies
also
that
AICPA
oversight
responsibility would extend substantially beyond the current
policy of responding to problems that are brought to the
Institute’s attention and would indeed require the Institute
to
have a broader and more active responsibility for
oversight even when no immediate evidence of professional
failure exists. The experience of the two practice sections
of the Institute should be one resource in establishing this
program.
Peer review, self-reporting, inspection and risk
analyses highlighting exposure of integration of enforcement
activities with State Societies, State Boards, and other
government agencies to the extent practicable sh
ould be
promoted so as to provide uniform, meaningful, and efficient
enforcement.
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6.

Enhance public confidence in the integrity, objectivity,
competence, and professionalism of all members, and in the
services they perform.
The sixth objective addresses the responsiblity of the
Institute to develop a communications role regarding the
varied functions of CPAs in a modern economy and the
benefits of CPA services and activities, including the
extent and effectiveness of self-regulation. The Committee
noted that elsewhere in the world there are examples of
active
promotion
of
CPA
services
by
the national
professional organization, including member referral as well
as description of services offered.

7.

Encourage highly qualified individuals to become CPAs, and
promote the availability of appropriate educational programs
to this end.
The seventh objective extends this communication role into
the area of recruitment and education. It suggests such
activities as recruiting programs for high school students
and undergraduates emphasizing the creative and important
roles played by CPAs in our society. In addition, it points
toward
cooperation
with
educational
institutions and
organizations of accounting educators in developing both
research and teaching support for faculty members in areas
related to accounting practice.

8.

Encourage all CPAs, whether in public practice, industry,
education, or government, to become members of the AICPA,
and
unite them in their efforts to serve the public
interest.
The eighth objective recognizes that standards of practice
can only be effective if CPAs assume responsibility for
compliance by joining the Institute. It also expresses the
Institute’s commitment to serve all CPAs, whatever their
occupation.
The Committee believes it is highly desirable
for the Institute to undertake an expanded recruitment
effort to recruit all eligible persons into membership.
This effort could be undertaken cooperatively with State
Societies and with specialized organizations such as the
Financial Executives Institute, the National Association of
Accountants, the Institute of Internal Auditors and the
Association of Government Accountants. An important part of
this effort to broaden membership would be to provide broad
representation by all CPAs on the governing bodies and
commitees of the AICPA.
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9.

Serve as the national representative of CPAs in dealings
with
government,
standard-setting
bodies,
and
other
organizations.
The ninth objective emphasizes the AICPA’s continuing role
as
spokesman for the views of CPAs in dealing with
rule-making, standard-setting, and legislative bodies, as
well as its liaison role with state societies, public
interest groups, and other professional associations.

10. Assist
members
in dealing with rapid changes in the
economic, social, political, and technological environment.
The tenth and last objective expresses the Institute’s
obligation to serve as an evaluator of trends and as a
lookout
for
threats and
opportunity.
This can be
accomplished by such actions as creating committees to
consider issues likely to face the profession, and by
developing and communicating a systematic, flexible, and
regularly updated plan for the future of the profession.
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